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The roar of the mighty torrent as it swept through the gorge was terrific. ·Houses were swept
away as if by magic. On dashed the noble sorrel. Young Wild Weet wao
going to save the tow:Q or die in t)1.e attempt.
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Young Wild West's Dash for Life;
OR,

A RIDE THAT SAVED· A TOWN.
By AN OLD SCOUT.

'
CHAPTER I.
AN INTERRUPTED HOLD-UP .

"Git up, thar, you pesky critter! I don't intend to loaf
here all day, not by a jugful. I think a mule is ther lazie3t
an' most cantankerous critter what ever walked on lcg3.
' Git up, thar, or I'll begin to lam ther gad inter yer, gosh all
hemlock if I don't ! "
The speaker was a smooth-faced man of fifty. He was attired in a well-wQrn suit of coirton clothes and wore a rather
broad, soft hat of black felt that was set jauntily on the side
of his head.
I
He was mounted on a jaded animal, such as is known as a
"calico horse," since its color was brown and white in irregular patches.
A few feet a~ead of him was a pack mule pretty well loaded, and the man was hying to drive him just as though the
mule was hitched to a wagon.
And this is the only way the animal could be forced to go,
for the lone traveler had learned that as soon as he left
Deadwood that morning, where he had purchased both horse
and mule.
It was a warm day in the latter part of August and there
was an unmistakable dryness about everything.
The month had nearly passed, and there had not been
enough rainfall to keep the .grass green.
It was near sunset and the traveler was trying to get to
some convenient place to put up for the night.
He had been told wh~n he set out from Deadwood that he

would strike a ranch before sunset where he could find !.Ccommodations for man and beast.
"1
But the day had waned, and there was nothing that
looked to him like a ranch, or an1'fuing e1se that was civilized.
'Nothing but the same old, dreary, undulating trail, with
the queer-shaped peaks and jagged rocks on either side, and
now and then a yawning c,hasm to skirt with cautious tread.
"Jerusalem !n muttered the man, when he had got the
mule started once more and was riding along at a jog in
his queer tandem fashion. "Jerusalem ! If I don't strike
that ranch, or some other shanty putty soon I guess I'll have
to camp out; an' I don't care about doin' that, as I ain't
used to it."
The outfit kept on winding over the crooked mountain
trail for half an hour longer, and then finding that there
was nothing like a ranch yet in sight, the traveler called
out:
"vVhoa !"
The mule came to such a sudden halt that the horse ran
into him with such force as to irritate the obstinate animal,
and the result was that the long-eared steed's hind feet flew
out and caught the horse on the breast.
With a whinny of pain' the horse reared back on its
haunches and the rider was thrown unceremoniously to the
ground.
"Gosh all hemlock!'' he cried, angrily, as he got upon his
feet and made a leap forward to chastise the mule. "Yoil
onery critter, what do you mean, anyhow?"

/
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"What's the trouble, stranger?"
The words came upon his ears so suddenly that the man
dropped his whip and gazed in open-mouthed amazement
in the direction they came from.
He saw a jaunty-looking man of medium size seated on
the back :.if a big, pcwerful-looking horse. 'The man wore
an amused Emile on his dark, rather hand some face, and
this, with the reckl<O'ss air that hung about him, made him
quite nn interesting picture.
"Jerusalem! I'm real glad to meet you, my friend," retorted Lhe tra vcler as soon as he could frame the words to
make a reply. "You're ther first human bein' I've set eyes
on since I left Deadwood this mornin' at nine o'clock. This
is about the lonesornest road I ever traveled over, 'cept one
down in Tennessee, which run through a gully where seventeen nigger ghosts was s'posed to <!>me out every dark
night. I'm right gbcl to meet yer, my friend, indeed I
am."
"Well, it is mutual, then, for I must say that I am more
than pleased to meet you. J. am a traveler, loo, and I always like company. ' What is your name, if I may ask, and
where are you going?"
"My name are Stonewall Jackson Jimson, an' I'm headin'
for some place where I kin strike it rich at diggin' out gold
an sicb stuff. What rnought your name be, my friend?"
" Jay Redfern, at your service."
"An' whar be yer goin' ?"
"Anywhere at all. You see, I am riding around these
parts for my health."
"Fur yer health, hey? Well, that do seem a little curious."
"Well, I make my living by riding around, too, you
know."
"Is that a fact?"
"Yes; that is a fact. And I make a pretty good living,
too."
"How do yer do it, Mr. Redfern?" and the Southerner,
for such he was, appeared to be very much interested.
"Well, I generally relieve every stranger I meet of what
money and valuables he has about him. I am a road agent,
my friend."
"You don't mean .it!" ejaculated Stonewall Jackson
Jimson.
"Oh, yes, I do," was the reply in a bland tone, and then
the Southerner suddenly founcl himself staring at the muzzle of a revolver. "Just hand over what you've got, and be
a little quick about it, for it is getting dark, and I have an
appointment this evening at Diamond Hollow, and it iS a
good eight miles from here."
"Doyer mean what yer say, mister?" gasped Jimson.
"Yes, I mean it. Hurry up, now, or this shooter might
take a notion to go off, and then I would have to go to the
trouble 0£ dismounting and making a search of your carcass."
"Well, now, this is too bad! I didn't take you for that
sort of a man, mister. I've got to give you all I've got,
hey?"
"Here! I don't want any fooling about this. Just hand

what money and valuables you have about you, and hurry
up! Don't keep anything back, for I may take a notion to
search you, and if I do, and find that you have not givim ,
me all, I will shoot you, as sure as my name is Jay Redfern!"
The Southerner no longer hesitated, but went down into '
his pockets.
"I ain't got so wery much money left," he said, with a
rueful look. "I come putty close to spendin' my last dollar
when I bought this horse an' mule. But I s'pose I've got to
give it to yer, though. How about my watch-you ain't
goin' to take that, too, are yer? It was one that belonged
to my grandfather, an' I wouldn't much like to lose it."
"Let's see it?"
Jimson produced a silver bull's-eye watch of the oldtime pattern and held it up for the road agent's inspection.
"That is a bull's-eye, is it not?" he asked.
"Yes; that's what it is. It--"
The man was interi·upted, for Redfern suddenly turned
the muzzle of his reYolver upon the Watch and shot it
from his hand.
"If it's a bull's-eye, there's a bullet in it now," the roarl
agent coolly remarked, as he allowed the muzzle of the still
smoking weapon to cover his victim again.
Jimson's jaw dropped when he looked at the ruined timepiece.
"I reckon it ain't no good to anybody now!" he managed
to blurt out.
"I should say not," was the laughing rejoinder. "But
just hand over your money, and be sure that you give me
every cent you have got. I want to keep that appointment
I told you about, you know."
"Don't you give him a cent!"
As these startling words rang out close to them both men
turned in surprise.
Standing before them was the erect form of a boy of
nineteen or twenty, who hacl stepped out. from behind a
rock.
,
In ei ther hai1d he held a shining revolver, and as the road,
agent's eyes rested upon one of them he saw that it covered
his heart .
TJ1e newcomer was of medium height, and was built like
an athlete. His face was remarkably handsome, and his
flashing, rlark eyes and wealth of chestnut hair that hung
down upon his shoulders but added to his dashing appearance.
"Don't give him a cent!" repeated the boy in a voice that
was as clear as a bell, and while he spoke coolly enough,
there was an unmistakable meaning in his words.
"Well, I reckon I won't., since you say not to, young feller," Jimson exclaimed, recovering himself much quicker
than did Hedfern. "I'm sorry yer didn't show up afore ther
feller shot my watch. I thought a good dear of that watch,
an' now he's gone an' ruined it, gosh all hemlock if he
ain't!"
But the dashing boy paid no attention to the remark.
He hacl his eagle eyes fixed on the road agent.
"You will please let that shooter fall from your hand,".
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he remarked in a matter-of-fact tone. "If you dori't I will sorrel to the boy. ''I didn't like his way at all. I reckon
he's what might be called a tough customer."
drop it for you."
"You've got that right, my friend," spoke up the South:Redfern hesitated.
He had now recovered from his surprise, and he was erner. ':He is about ther oilest,tongued feller I've met in
many a <lay. He's what mought be called a wery cool
looking at the intruder in an interesting way.
He did not seem to be the least bit frightened, and he hand."
was no doubt thinking of turning his revolver on the boy
"\Yell," and Young Wild West smiled complacently, "I
and dropping him before he could say or do anything fur- thought I would let him off this time. If he runs up
1
against me again he has got to be very careful how he acts,
ther.
But that hesitation of his, which only took up the fra,c- though "
tion of a second, was enough to make the handsome young
"Ile'll be for downin' you as soon as he sets eyes on you,"
fellow keep his word.
the scout declared. "I could tell that by ther way he
Crack!
ialkecl He ain't what might be called a coward, I kin tell
The revolver dropped from the road agent's hand and he you!"
began shaking his arm as though he had received an electric
"Well, I w.ill be on the watch for him. Now, then, Mr.
shock.
Stonewall Jackson Jimson, if you have no objections, you
"When I tell a man to do a thing I want him to do it
ran ride along with us. We are going to the town of Diaright away," observed the boy. "I always keep my word.
mond Hollow~ which is not very far from here."
Now, if you choose, you can go on about your business; but
"Why, mister, how did you know my name?" queried the
if you want to stay here and insist on robbing this man, go
Southe'rner in surprise.
ahead."
• /
"Oh., we came along just as the road agent met you. We
"I guess I will go, young fellow," was the quick reply,
halted an<l took in everything that was going on. When
for the rascal had discovered that the bullet had merely
the time came to save you from being robbed I simply disgrazed his hand and caused. him to relinquish his grasp on
mounted and stepped up."
his revolver. "I guess I will go. I am not such a fool as to
"Oh! That's how it is, is it?"
not know when a fellow has the best of the game. But we
"Yes; that is just how it is. We took in all that hapmay meet again."
pened from the time you fell from your horse till Jay Red"If we do you had better be careful how you act. I will
fern, as he called himself, shot your watch from your
give you that much warning."
hand."
The roa<l agent started to turn his horse and leave the
"Well, I do wish you had showed yourself afore that had
spot, but he stopped a moment, and then turning half round
happened,
'cause I think more of that watch than I do
in the saddle, asked:
of
ther
little
money I've got left."
"May I ask to whom I am indebted for this interrup"It
can't
be
helped," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "If
tion?"
Wild
had
had
any
idea that ther measley coyote was goin' to
"Certainly. My name is Young Wild West."
ther
watch, you kin bet he wouldn't have let
put
a
bullet
in
"Ah ! Young Wild West, eh? Well, I will remember
him
clone
it."
you. My name is Jay Redf~rn; you may have heard of
"I'm sure of that. Say, I forgot to thank you for what
me. Good-by i.ill we meet again I" '
The villain swung his horse around as quick a~ a flash yer done fer me. Let me shake hands with yer, won't yer,
Young Wild West?"
and darted away through the rapidly gathering darkness.
"Certainly, Mr. Jimson."
"Come on, Charlie!" called out Young Wild West, for it
"An' yer 'friend, too, 'cause I kin seo that he is one of
surely was the young Prince of the Saddle, Champion Deadshot of the West and wealthy mine owner who is so well ther right kind of men. I thank ye• both for helpin' me
out, I do, as sure as my name is Stonewall Jackson Jimson."
known to the residents of Weston, South Dakota.
"And you are welcome to all the assistance we gave you,
The next moment a tall, bearded man of thirty appeared
or
may be able to give you in the future . Now come on!
leading two horses from behind the rocks, one of which was
1
am
getting hungry, and supper is waiting for us at the
a handsome eorrel with a fl.owing mane and a tail that swept
hotel
in
Diamond Hollow, I suppose."
the ground.
"It
is
there if Jin1 got there all right an' was able to orThis was Spitfire, the famous horse that had carried
it,"
the.scout
remarked, in answer to Young Wild West's
der
Young Wild West through more than one tight place in
words.
his encounters with Indians and renegade white men.
The tall man was Cheyenne Charlie, the well known scout
"I guess Jim got there all right. Get on your horse, Mr.
and Indian .fighter.
Jimson."
He was one of the partners in the mining business of
The Southerner obeyed.
Young Wild West, and he was the boy's close friend and
He was delighted to fall in company of two such felcompanion in all his adventurous undertakings.
lows, and he forgot all about the loss of his grandfather's
"I reckon you. let that fellow off too easy, Wild," Chey- watch for the time being.
enne Charlie remarked, as he handed the bridle rein of the
The mule was willing to go ahead this time, and a couple
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of minutes later they were riding along through the dark- money left to pay for a couple of nights' lodgin's, though,
ness over the mountain trail that led to the mining town if they don't charge too much. I've got about everything
in the little valley below.
I'll need to go to work with in this here pack on ther mule, '
I guess. 'rher things cost me enough-I know that."
The horses and the mule were tied, and then our hero
led the way inside the hotel.
•
CHAPTER II.
There were' several men lounging about the door, but
they paid very little attention to the newcomers.
ACCUSED OF BEING HORSE THIE:VES.
They were used to seeing strangers arrive, since. that had
been happening right along during the past month or two.
Diamond Hollow was one of the prettiest little mining
There was no one in the barroom at all when the three entowns in the Black Hills.
tered, though the hnm of Yoices came from a rear room,
It derived its name from the fact that it was a diamond- showing that there were not a few gathered there.
shaped hollow-really but a big break in a narrow gorge
A respectable-looking man was behind the bar, and walkrather than split its way through the mountain.
ing up to him, Young Wild West said :
A stream of wa,t er ran through it, and this was called
"Is there a young fellow named Jim Dart stopping
here?"
Diamond Creek.
It was about an hour after sunset when Young Wild
"There was," was the reply. "He got here yesterday, but
West, Cheyenne Charlie and Stonewall Jackson Jimson rode about dark last night some one stole his horse an' he went
into the town and made their way for the leading public out to hunt him up. We ~in't seen him sinc.e."
Wild was surprised when he heard this.
place that was called a hotel.
The neatness of its shanty houses was what gave the place
"Did he engage board here?" he questioned.
, such an attractive appearance; it seemed that an exception"Yes; and he paid for two days in advance. We thought
ally tasty sort of people had settled there.
it mighty queer that he didn't come back."
Though it was dark, our friends could not help noticing
"Is it a common thing for horses to be stolen around
here?"
·
this.
"It isn't a very ol<l town, either, is it?" Cheyenne Charlie
"Well, it happens once in awhile."
remarked, as they rode along through the one street.
"Did he go alone to look for the thief?"
{~
"Less than a year ago there was nothing here but wilder"Not exactly. He started ahead on a borrowed horse and'"'
three or four men went after him. They came back in a few
nPss, so I have heard," Young Wild West remarked.
"Well, I reckon they are a pretty neat sort of a crowd hourB, saying th ey couldn't find the horse thief, nor the fellow that had lost the horse. It is the opinion of pretty near
what lives here, by the looks of things."
"Yes, the town was founded by three brothers who struck everybody around here that it was a put-up job for the
it rich here and then brought their families to live with young follow to stE:al the borrowed horse."
them. They built little cottages, and then almost everybody
"That is the opinion, eh ?"
that came after them did the same. That is how it is that
"Yes."
Diamond Hollow is such a pretty and neat place. There
"Well, let me iitforrn you that Jim Dart is no horse
are no doubt some bad men here, for all that; if there arc thief. If he is missing something has happened to him. I
none, it will be the first town in the Hills that I have ever know him tco well for that. He 'Yas to meet us here to-day,
and the fact of his having dirnppeared ·from this place last
seen without them."
"Well, we heard the road agent, who ca eq himself Jay night makes me think that something has happened to
Redfern, say that he had an appointment here to-night, him."
so that means that 'here must certainly be some rascals
"Who are you, if I may ask?" and the man looked at the
boy keenly.
livin' he~e, or else putty close by."
"That's right," spoke up the Southerner. "I guess we'll
"I am Young Wild West."
find all kinds here, ther same a~ in Deadwood, or anywhere
"Ah!"
"What makes you say 'Ah!' in that way?"
else in ther West."
"Well, you are the person who is supposed to have taken
"That's right."
Wild was keeping his eyes open, and presently lie saw a his horse away for a blind, so he could borrow another horse,
and then get away with it."
mther pretentious shanty with a sign across the top.
Wild's eyes fla shed.
As it was the most brilliantly lighted of all the houses,
"So that is the supposition, is it?" he cried, a tinge of
he concluded that it was the hotel.
"I guess here's the place," he said, as he dismounted. anger that he could not control in his voice.
"Yes; hut I don't say that I think so," said the bar"I don't know whether you want to stop at a hotel or not,
Mr. Jimson; but I suppose you do, for to-night, anyway." tender, evidently noting that he was treading on dangerous
"Yes; I don't want to camp out to-night; I might do it ground.
"Well," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, who was even more
to-morrer night, if I kin stake out a claim in that time an'
rig up a place that'll be sorter comfortable. I've got enough aroused than his young partner, "who is ther measley coyote
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who dares to say that either Young Wild West or Jim Dart simply doing just what Young Wild West told him to do,
is a horse thief ? Show him to me an' IJll make him 'polo- because he knew he would be likely to drop if he refused.
• gize, or eat lead !"
"Gentlemen," cried Young Wild West, pushing his cap"I say so!"
tive to the center of the room, regardless of the fact tha I.
The words ccme from tlfe doorway of the back room, and there were nearly a dozen revolvers drawn, "this is th(I
• looking over, our friends saw Jay Redfern, the road agent, man who says I was the accomplice of Jim Dart in stealing
standing there, a revolver in either hand.
a horse last night. Do any of you know him?"
\
"Ther highwayman!" gasped the Southernel', who had
"Yes, yes !" came from the lips of the miners. " H e is
not opened his mouth till now.
Sam Brackett, the gambler."
"An' he's a robber, too !" 01:ied Stonewall Jackson J im• Then, as though it had been prearranged, ~ dozen men
son, in a loud voice. "He h~ld me up ·about eight miles
rushed int.a the barroom with drawn revolvers.
from here, an' after shootin' my watch out of my hand,
But Young Wild West never once flinched.
"Gentlemen," saiJ he, in his cool and easy way of speak- was goin' to take every cent I had, but Young Wild West
ing, "there is some mistake here. I came to this town came along jist in time to take him down a peg an' make
to do a little business of ;l private nature. One of my him turn tail to ! · His name ain't Sam Brackett ; it's J ay
partners came on ahead from Deadwood, agreeing to meet Redfern, 'cause he said so himself."
"The man is mistaken," said the villain. " I neve:r saw ..
us here to-day. His horse was stolen las~ night, so I am inhim
before. Gentlemen, nearly all of you know that a
formed, and he rode away on a ·borrowed one, and has failed
young
fellow came here yesterday afternoon, who said his
to show up. I am accused of being his confederate in workname
was
Jim Dart. He also told the proprietor that he
ing a scheme to steal that borrowed horse, and the man who
e:xpectecl
his
friend and partner, Young Wild West, to join
openly accuses me stands in the doorway there. I am going
him
here
later.
Then that night after dark some one comes
to prove to nu that it is all a mistake."
The words were scarcely out of his moutl:i when he low- along an' takes his horse, an' he borrows mine to go after it.
He didn't come back, did he?
Well, ain't that proof
ered his head and bounded· forward like a shot.
enough
that
his
friend
came
along
and
took the horse, so he
Jay Redfern was less than ten feet from him when he
could
get
a
chance
to
borrow
one
and
get away with it?
made the move, and before the road agent could draw a.
There
is
the
evidence,
and
the
only
way
to
clear it up is for
bead upon him, Wild's head struck him full in the stomach
this
Jim
Dart
to
come
back
and
give
a
good excuse for
and sent him to the floor with a crash.
staying away so long."
Half a dozen men in the crowd made a move to rush
At that moment the figure of a boy came hastily into
upon the daring young Prince of the Saddle, and then
the room.
·
Cheyenne Charlie let himself loose.
"Here I am back !" came the startling words from the
"Whoopee!" he yelled, waving his revolvers back and
newcomer .: "and I've got a good excuse for staying away so
forth, so they covered the men all the time. "I reckon some
long. You are the cause of my staying a.way so long, you
one's goin' to eat lead in a minute. Haul in your horns,
crafty villain, for you and your men captured me and kept
you measley coyotes, or some of you will never see another
me a prisoner in the cave till I managed to escape an hour
sunrise!"
ago. Gentlemen, that man is not only Sam Brackett, the
The men paused and stood still in their tracks.
gambler, but also Jay Redfern, the road agent!"
"Put away your shooters!" resumed Cheyenne Charlie.
A hoarse murmur went up from the crowd in the bar"This thing has got to be straightened up to ther satisfac- room.
tion of all hands. When a measley robber of folks on the:r
The accusation, coming, as it did, from two different parroad accuses Young Wild West of bein' horse thief it is t ies, had considerable weight with the majority of the men.
time somethin' was did. How are you making out, Wild?"
But there were at least half a dozen of the villains there
"I've got Mr. Jay Redfern, road agent and all-around who were in league with Redfern, and seeing that the tide
villain, right here," was the quick reply.
was going against him, they made a rush upon Young Wild
This was, indeed, ·a fact.
West to- liberate the road agent.
When Young Wild West butted the man in the stomach
One of the more thoughtful ones of his crowd proceeded
so suddenly the wind wasJaken completely out of him as he to shoot out the lights at the same time, and when darkness
went
down.
"
reigned in the place, no one offered to fii:,e a shot, for fear of
•
.
·And not heeding w~;i,t_;vas going on behind him, the boy hitting a friend.
followed 'up his advantag~,...and very quickly disarmed him.
There was some great scuffling going on, and Wild lost
He heard his partner's voice and knew there was trou- his hold upon :Redfern, in spite of anything he could do.
bl¥ outside, but he made up his mind that if there was going
The ne:xt moment there was a rush for the door by everyto be anybody shot, Redfern would be one of them.
body, it seemed.
Out of the back room he came, forcing the road agent
But the young dead-£hot was one of the last to get out,
along in front of him at the point of a revolver.
and when he did so, he heard the sound of galloping hoofs.
Redfern had recovered from the effects of the blow he
"Brackett's gone!" cried one of the miners. "That
had received in· the stomach pretty quick, and he was now shows that what was said about him ·c:.3 ;.·igr~'~. Boys, if

a
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he shows up around 11er ag'in we'll make it hot for him .
We ain't got room for any one but honest men in Diamond
Holler!"
New chimneys were quickly produced and the lamps in
the bar of the hotel were lighted.
'rhen Young Wilrl vVest walked boldly in si<le, followed
by .Jim Dari, the new arrival, and Cheyenne Charlie, who
still had his revolvers in his hand .
"Boys," said the man behind the bar, "l reckon as how
we had oughter knowed better than to think them fellers
was horse thiefs. Three cheers for Young Wild West, I
f'!ay !"
Every man in the place joined in the cheering.

CHAPTER I II.
' TELLS ABOUT JAY HEDFERK, ALIAS SAM BRACKETT.

Jay Redfern, alias Sam Brackett, the gambler, was certainly a bold vi llain .
He had been hanging around Diamond Hollow for over
a month, and ·being affable and rather gentlemanly in his
ways, he had made considerable money at gambling with the
mmers.
And during this time he had been secretly organizing a
band of road agents, with which he hoped to make a fortune
inside of a year.
He had just about completed the organization of the band
Yrhen he had dropped into the Hollow House, which the
hotel in tJ:ie town was called, and met Jim Dart .
Jim was a ~trong, handsome boy of about the age of
Young Wild \\-est.
H e \ms also an all-around Westerner in the true sense of
the word .
He was an apt pupil of the young Prince of the Saddle,
and could ride and shoot almost as well as he.
The three partners were bound for the town of Diamond
Hollow for the purpose of investigating a claim that they
h ad been asked to make a loan on.
'rhe owner wllnted to put in some machinery to better enable him to get out the pay dirt, and he had been recommended to Young \ E ld West as one who was worthy and
hone,;t.
Our hero and his part11ers 1rere always ready and willing
to put their money out in what they thought would be good
investment.. so Lhev had taken the time to run over. to Diarnond Hollow and see how the laud lay before they went into
the scheme.
·
At Deadwood they came to the conclusion that it would
be a good il'lea' to let Jim go ahead and find out all he could
about the mine before they came.
He could <lo this easily enough, as th e owner of the mine
would not how him, and he could learn what he wanted to
in a short time.
And that is just what Jim Dart had done.
He had been lucky enough to strike Bill Cottrell, who was
the man who was negotiating for the loan, almost the minute h e arrived in town.
·

.

It hnd not

~akcn

Jim long to :fin:i out that the claim was
all right, and then he went to the hotel and paid his board
for two clays in adva11ce and announced that Young Wild
West \\"U S to mcci.. him there the following day.
Sam Brackett, the gambler, had been in the place at the
time, along wiih a couple of hi s men .
The scheming villain lacked just one horse to equip his
band, and seein g that Dart was a stra11gcr, and only a
boy at that, he liacl ~et one of hi s followers to st eal his horse.
And when l11is was accornplishecl h e had offerecl Jim
hi s own horse to go in pursuit of the thief.
~
J i m accepted the offer and rode out of town in the direction he judged the hor3e thief had taken.
It so happened that he caught up with the fellow, who
was wailin g on the trail about five miles outside of the town
for his captain to comr along.
.Jim Dart recogn ized his horse before he got to him, and
he at once called 011 him to halt.
But the road agrnt did not do this.
He started forward on a g:i.llop, making straight for the
e;aye the villainous band had selectccl for a headquarters.
Jim fired a couple of Ehots at him, but missed, owing to
the darkness; and then pursuecl th e fellow.
'rhe chase lasted for several minutes.
Then, jnsi. as Jim found he was gain ing on the horse
thief, h e was suddenly confronted by a dozen masked men,
who covered him with their rifles and commanded him to
halt .
There was nothing for h im to do but to obey, as he was
completely surrounJcd.
Then when th ey had disarmed him and made him a prisoner, they ir.fori~1c.-d him that they were vigilantes and that
the horse he had been riding belonged to one of their band.
"You arc a horse thi ef," th12y told him, "and you will be
tried and hung ! That is the way ,,.c do lrnsiness here."
So Jim was blindfolcl ecl and conducted to a cave that
was connected \\'i th tlw one the road agent occupied as a
headquarters, and the n ext afternoon, when the captain of
the band showed up, he was tried and condemned to be
hanged.
Of course Jim wa s not such a fool as to believe that the
men were really vigilantes.
He had experienced 1.oo much of that sort of thing JJot to
realize t hat th ey wer e outlaws.
He eve n told them, but that did him no good whatever.
Redfern wore a nrn:k when he condemned the boy to clcath
by hanging, ancl as J im had only seen him once, he c1id
not recognize him as the affable man who had loaned him
his horse to go in sea rch of the thief the night before.
The scounclrels had relieved him o~ his weapons and all
the money h e had, which was not a very large amount, as he
never travelrd with rnor0 than a hundred or o about him.
Redfern had orderccl him to be placed back in the dark
cave just before he went out on the t rail t o pay a visit' t o
1.he mining to1rn, wh ere, he told his men, he would procmc
a rope that would do to hang the condemned h orse thief
\\ ith.
While Redfern was holding up the Southerner an d while
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Young Wild vrest was taming him clown, Jim Dart lay in
ihe dark care, planning a way to make his escape.
He had hopes of slipping hi s bonds, and when he began
to try he found that he could do it.
But it would take a little time.
ForLunalely for him, he was entirely alone in the place,
and this gave him a chance to work away unmolested.
In a Jew minutes from ihc time Hcdfcrn had taken his
departure, the boy breathed a sigh of relief.
Ile had succeeded in freeing his hands.
After that it would be easy enough, he thought.
The men seemed to be rather careless, and with his experience as an Indian scout he ought to be able to steal
away from them unobserved.
And he did do it, too.
He not only got a way from the dark cave, but got possession of his own horse, too.
Jim wanted lo get hold of the horse he had ridden there~
but he could not take such chances.
lt was too dark £or him to find it readily.
It turned out that Jim Dart got back to the hotel just
~
in time to hear Reclfcrn sa;:: that the only way to clear it
up would be £or Jim Dart to come back and explain why he
had remained away so long.
He could not have arrived in a better time.
But ,let us follow the road agent and his men who lrnd
aided him from escaping from Young ·w ild West.
They were all not a little alarmed at 11·hat had happened.
"I made a mistake," said Redfern, whcri they were well
en the way to their retreat . . "I shoulcl ha \"C \\"Orn a mask
wh en I tackled that fool of a fellow with the mule."
'• Y cs," remarked one of the men, "but ain"t it likely that
<his boy th ey caU Young \Yild West would have made you
~how your fae;e afore he let you go that time."
·
·
''I don't know about that. He had the drop on me,
but I might have got away without letting him sec my
face."
"\\'ell, I calculate that it won't be very safe for you to go
to. Diarnon' Holler ag'in."
"Oh, I am going back there."
"You arc?"
"Yes; but not for a day or two. When I do go back I
will be rigged out so no one will know me. But never mind
about that just now. The first thing for us to do is to
change our quarters. That boy got away somehow, which
shows what a fool I was not to silence him forever with a
pistol or knife, instead of 'yaiting for a rope. We will
move our quarters to some other place right away."
"But where will we go?" asked one of the men, who
was anxious to get rich as a road agent.
"Anywhere a mile or so from the cave. That boy will
surely lead a gang there, you know, and he must not find
us there."
"No; that wouldn't do."
Jay Redfern, alias Sam Brackett, was thinking pretty
hard as he rode over the mountain trail.
His great ambition to become a successful terror of the
road had been nippecl a trifle right at the go-off.

But he r1id not intend to give it up.
·'
N ct by any means.
He did not intend lo allow a couple of boys and a dark\rhiskcred scout scare him away from the place.
He would $OOD pui an end to them.
'l'hat is the conclusion he came io when he arrived at the
cave.
In a few minutes he had learned just how it was that
Jim Dar~ had managed to escape.
The men he had left there in charge of the place were not
uware that the boy had escaped.
Think of their surprise, ihen, when their captain rushed
in upon them and took them to task for allowing the boy to
get away.
He was so much angered that he felt like shooting some of
them, but he curbed his temper and ordered them to mount
at once, and to gather all their belongings before they did.
This they did quickly enough, and a few minutes later
the captain was leading them through a ravine to a spot
he thought would anmcr their pm'pose.
This place \vas a better one than the cave had been, only
it was moro lhan a mile from the regular trail that led to
Deadwood.
It was a deep, natural cut in the face of a cliff in a very
wild and picturesque part of the mountain range.
The entrance to the hole, as il might be properly termed,
was entirely hidden from view by rank vegetation and hanging vines.
A neycr··Ccasing stream trickled down the rocks from
aboYc, and it was the moisture that th~s gave to the ground
that caused the vegetation to be so luxuriant in its growth
at this particular spot.
Redfern had discovered it a few days before the opening
of our story while chasing a wounded bear.
It was an ideal retreat to hold off an attacking party, because it could only be reached by a narrow path over which
more than two horses could not walk abreast.
In fact, the captain of the newly organized band of road
agents had no little trouble in locating the spot in the darkness, though he did so after awhile.
"I guess this will be a good place to make our lteadquarLcrs, for awhile, anyway," he obserYecl, as he led the way
along the narrow defile and pushed aside the vines to allow
his horse to pass through.
'I'-he men said nothing till they were well back in the cut.
Then, when one of them had lighted a lantern at the
orcler of their leader, murmurs of approval went up from all
hands.
"It would put yer in mind of a big pulpit in a church,"
said one.
"I reckon it would haye to be a giant of a preacher to
fill up a pulpit of this size," laughed another.
"l'i'ell, maybe it would; but it reminds me of one, just
ther same."
The rascally bancl remained in the place that night wifoout being disturbed.
The next morning .:.[ ay Redfern set out for De::i.c~wood.
He had a double reason for going there.
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The :first was that he was paying attentions to the daughter of a wealthy mine owner there, and he wanted to call
on her, and the second was that he wanted to purchase a
disguise that would enable him to visit Diamond Hollow
'rithout his ident ity being discovered.
In Deadwood he also went by the name of Brackett.
He posed there as a gentlemanly sport, and was on the
best of terms with the father of the girl he had been paying his attentions to.
'
H er name was Millie O' Connor, and though she had permitted him to pay her attentions, on account of her father, the girl r eally despised him.
Redfern had a hold on her father, of that the girl was certain.
She had been trying io :find out what it was, but had been
unable to do so.
When the smooth-tongued villain rode into Deadwood
that afternoon he went straight to the O'Connor house.
As luck would have it, he found Millie reclining in a
hammock reading a novel.
The O'Connors had one of the finest residences in tho
town, which was not saying much, for in those days things
were not very elaborate in Deadwood.
The population was made up of the rouglwst sort of
men, who had come there in search of the gold that was
buried in the hills.
But still there were some refined and respectable people
there.
The O' Connor family was s,upposed to be one of this
clat:s, and really, as far as the mother and daughter went,
they were.
But the head of the house was not exactly what he r epresentecl himself to be.
He was about th e same class of a man that Redfern was.
He hacl milde a fortune by murdering his partner a few
years before, but it had never leaked out, though Redfern
knew it.
It was O' Connor's delight to spend the greater portion of
his time at the gaming table.
'That ":as how he became acquainted with Redfern.
Unlike Redfern, however, he strove to make it appear tha t
he was naught but an upright, honest man.
H e would never stoop so low as to go into a public place
ar.d ga.lnble.
And the thought of leadin g a band of road agents t o
plundering the p:issengers of the stagecoach line that ran
out of Deadwood would have caused the man to hold u1J
his hands in horror.
But he was as bacl as Redfern was, just the same.
R.ed:forn saw the girl in the hammock: as he approached
the house, and he at once started his horse up the little drive
on a sharp trot.
She wa<i so engrossed in her novel that she did not take
note of his coming until he was within a few feet of 11er.
Then $he gave a littl e cry an d got out of the hammock.
"Plc:m:d to meet you, Milli e, " said the villain, sijenking
in his affable manner and bowing like 'a high-born lord.

A forced smile came upon the girl's fa ce and she r eturn ed
his salute.
,.
While he siood ther e talking who should come out but her
father.
"Ah, hello, Sam, old boy!" the father called out. " Glad
to see you. Come in the house. Don' t be. talking love to •
Millie, because she don' t like it. H a, ha, ha !" and he
laughed as though it was a great joke he had got off.
Redfern smiled softly to himself.
O'Connor had been drinking heavily, something that he
seldom dicl
H e could tell by his speech and appearance.
As the man kept on insisting that he should come into
the house, he did so.
Millie appeared to be relieved at this, though there was a
look of uneasin ess on her ra ther good-looking face us she
realized that her fa ther had been drinking.
She took her position in the hammock again, and finally
forgot all about everything else but the story she was so
much in terested in.
Presently sh e heard footsteps, and ~ooking up, saw her
father and his guest approac11'rng.
"Millie,'' said her parent in a very thick voice, "I''e jnst
given m:y consent for Sam to marry you. H e wants the
wedding to take place in a week. How abo11t it ?"
"How about it?" echoed t he girl. "Why, I say n? !"

CHAPTER IV.
REDFERN's DARI NG SCHEllrn.

"Don't get her excited," spoke up Redfern. "It is too
sudden, don't you see it is. Give Millie a chance t o think
it over. I am sure that she knows that I love her and
1
equally positiYe that she returns it, to a certain extent, anyway."
"And I am certain that I do nothing of the kind !" retorted the girl with fl ashing eyes. " F ather, in your present
condition, I do n ot think you are accountable for what
you say."
"What!'-' roared O'Connor, flyin g into a passion. "This
from one I have r aised in the lap of luxury ! Millie, you
shall become the wife of Sam Brackett just as soon as he
wants the ceremony to take place. I want you to underst and th at he won you fait and square with t he dice."
At this the girl became hysterical, and t aking the drunkr.n fa ther by the slee1e, Hedfe rn pulled him back to t he
house.
It so happened that Mrs. O' Connor was not at home.
The t wo men got into the library, and Redfern let O'Connor drop into a big arm-chair.
'l'hen the younger villain helped himself to a drink from
the bottle that sat on th e tabl e wh ore they had left it when
they went out.
"Millie don't want to lrnve you, I guess,'' said the
drunken hos t, staring at hi s guest in a maudlin wa y.
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Ifor the girl until now.

."It seem~ not:" was the reply in a dry tone. ''But that
makes no chffcrence, O'Connor. I have made up my mmd
t~t I am going 10 have her, and that is all there is about
it!"
"Eh--whnt !" stammered O'Connor, rousing himself and
glaring at. the speaker.
"I am going to marry her right away, too," went on Redfern. "Dave Pinkham, the justice of the peace, will do
I.he job, whether she wants if· done or not, if you tell him to
go ahead. I am goi11g over to get him."
"No !" cried O'Connor, his eyes flashing. " I thought
she was perfectly willing to have you when I, for the fun
cf the thing, threw dice with you to see whether you could
have her or not. I intended you should. marry her, anyway,
and I expected you would reform and settle down. •But if
.she don't want you I am
t going to force her to have
you."
"Have a care, O'Connor! You don't want to get a rope
around your neck, do you ? I'll--"
"No-no!" shrieked the man in a frightened voice. "Not
that, Sam! Not that!"
"But I will, though, if you do:a't send after the just.i.ce of
the peace at once."
"! can't ! I won't!"
"All right, then. This will be the last of O'Connor, the
wealthy and respected mine owner of Deadwood!"
The host sank back in a faint, and with a baleful gleam
in his eyes, Hedfern walked to the door and .left the house
by the way of the front door.
His horse was tied to a tree ou1:side, and mounting, he
rode off to the main street of the town.
. The villain was as cool as a cucumber, and there was a
smile on his face when he stopped at a low, tumble-down
shanty that was right in the heart of the town.
"Second-hand clothes" -las the sign that was over the
door, but there were things beside clothing to be purchased
there.
The proprietor, a speculative H ebrew, had an eye to business when he opened that place.
He sold almost everything that could be purchased elsewhere, and he made money at it.
It was here that Jar Redfern was going to buy a disguise,
so he would be enabled t.-0 visit the town of Diamond Hollow with safP.ty.
H e found just what he wanted, and paid twenty-five dollars for the goods.
Then he repaired to a place where he was well acquainted, and going to a back room, wrote a note to Millie O'Connor, which read as follows :
"Your mother injured in railroad accident. Bring your
father and come at once to the White Cloud Hotel."
"I guess that will fetch the pair of them," he muttered.
"O'Connor was kind enough to give me the information
that his wife was away from town and that she was expected
to -arrive on the train that gets here at seven to-night. I
will just take charge of Miss Millie and take her to our retreat near Diamond Hollow. A few days there will be apt
to bring her to her senses, I guess. I never cared so much
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I had an idea that she would readily
consent to -marry me."
It was quite a scheme that the villain had in bis bead.
H e nev2r thought of it failing, which was evidence that
he was not such a smart fellow, after all.
It might be easy enough to capture the girl and get her to
the retreat in the mountains over thirty miles from Deadwood, but what then?
Jay Redfern never 011ce asked himself the question.
H e loitered around the saloon he had written the note in
until the trnin came in that Mrs. O'Connor was supposed to
be on.
·
'l'hen he went out, and mounting his horse, rode toward
the depot .
If she had really arrived on that train, he was going to
tell her that he11 husband had been shot in a quarrel over
some cards and was lying unconscious in a resort at the
other end of town.
But she did not come, the train hands informed him,
so he call ed a boy and dispatched him to the O'Connor
l:ouse with the note he had written.
'rhe White Cloud Hotel was situated well at the outskirts of the town where the road came in that the stagecoach line ran over from various other mining towns in the
vicinity.
The scheming villain had chosen this particular place because he knew O'Connor and his daughter would take a
short cut to get there, and in the gathering darkness it
would be an easy matter for him to surprise them.
H e knew that -they would not stop to think that it was
odd that the injured woman should be taken to the White
Cloud Hotel, which was over a mile from the railroad track.
He was sufliciently acquainted with human nature to
know that very few persons stop to think at all when such
a message as he had sent wa s received by them.
He rode off to the spot he expected them to pass and
sat on his horse behind a dqmp of trees waiting.
"By J ove !" he thought. "I guess I may as well put on
my disguise. That " ·ill make it all the more real."
No sooner thought of than he was putting it into effect.
He had just donned a black WiJ with long, flowing black
hair and a beard to match when he heard the rumbling of
wheels.
·
"Here they come !" he muttered. "They are using the
family carriage. I was in hopes they would come on horseback."
The next minute a carriage drawn by two horses came in
I
sight.
In it were the forms of a male and a female.
Redfern gave a nod of satisfaction.
·w hen th ey got pretty near him he rode out into the road
·
and called to them to stop.
It was Millie O'Connor who was driving. H er father sat
on the rear seat of the carriage, dazed and confuse(!. ~r::: m
the excitement and liquor he had imbibed that afternoon.
"Is this the O'Connor carriage?" the villain called cut
in a changed voice, as the girl reined in the ~earn.
"Yes, " came the reply.
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"You are going to your mother, I suppose?"
"Yes. Tell me about her, won't you?"
"She is not so badly hurt as was thought at first. But I
am sorry to inform you that through a mistake, she was sent
off to Zig-Zag. You see, when she gave her name it sounded
like Bonner, and they took her for the wife of Bonner, the
mill man over there."
"Oh, oh!" cried the girl, while her father simply nodded
and blinked like an owl.
This was a great hit Redfern had ma'de.
It had come to him 'nll at once.
1 here really was a family named Bonner_ in the little
town of Zig-Zag, which was some fifteen miles away and
nearly on the road that led into Diamond Hollow.
"I will conduct you to the injured lady; come on!"
Unhesitatingly Millie O'Connor turned the horses and
followed the villain.
He rode along at the side of the wagon, making a. remark now and then which only increased the anxiety 0:£ the
•·
girl.
But he managed to ease her mind every time she would
ask a question, and. that caused her to have more confidence in bim.
So well did his scheme work that over fifteen miles toward Diamond Hollow had been covered before Millie began
to grow anything like suspicious.
Then she asked him who he was.
For a reply Redfern pulled off his wig and false beard,
nnd leveling his revolver at her father, exclaimed:
"I am your intended husband, my dear! Didn't my
scheme work nicely. Don't you dare to move, O'Connor!
If you do I won't hesitate to kill you!"
'At this Millie O'Connor uttered a scream and fell fainting at the bottom of the carriage.
Jay Redfem had won. the game.

CHAPTER V.
BALDY BATES LEARNS SOMETHING.

had given them the value for it, providing that he knew
they were all right.
"vVell, seeing that you have got it, you had better keep
it," Jim answered with a laugh. "Besides you can't tell
what might turn up. There might be some one to come
along an.d say that I am worse than a horse thief, and then
you would wish yo:u had your money in advance."
"No, I wouldn't. I know you now."
Our friends slept well that night, in spite 0:£ what had
happened.
The next marning they went over to the claim 0:£ Bill
Cottrell and found him at work.
He was a very industrious man, and Wild was not long in
arriving at the conclusion that Jim had.
Cottrell had discovered a pocket that ran straight d,own
into the earth, and there was no telling but that his claim
might pan out millions.
Our hero introduced himseH as soon as the miner came up
from the pit he had dug.
"So you 'are Young Wild West, hey?" he said. "I
thought so when I first set eyes on you, but I wasn't exactly
sure about it. An' you," turning to Jim, "are one
of his friends, hey? ~ o wonder you was lookin' around
here so carefully ther day before yesterday."
"That's right," laughed Dart. "I came on ahead to se.e
how the land lay."
"Well, Mr. Cottrell," spoke up Wild, "I guess the loan
will be made to you all .right. You will have to come over
to Weston to ·have the busines:;i done and get your money,
though."
.
"Well, I'll be only too glad to do that," was the reply.
"There are men right here in town who might have let me
l1ave ther money, if I'd asked them for it. But I was
afraid they would insist on goin' into partnership with me,
an' I don't want that. So I heard that you was always lookin' to make a good investment, an' I says to myse1:£, 'Bill,
you had better see Young "'~ild West an' get him to let you
have ther money. You kin have the papers fi~e<l so that if
it don't pan out right after ther machinery is put in that
he takes ther whole business an' you git nothin.' That's
what I says to myself, but I reckon that you won't have to
take tl\er whole business if you let me have ther money.
I know what's here, an' I could git rich in a couple of years
by jist workin' away with a pick an' shovel. But I want to
set ther pace for ther rest an' make things hum in Diamond
Hollow; that's my ·irlea."
Inside of an hour it was all arranged that the. partners
were jointly going to let Bill Cottrell have what money he
needed to develop his mine, and that they were- to take a.
mortgage on the claim and the new machinery that was to
be placed there.

Young Wild West and his two partners, as well as
Stonewall Jackson Jimson, had no difficulty in obtaining
accommodations at the Hollow Hotel that night.
Opinion had been strongly against them but a short time
before, bnt now they were looked upon in a different light.
The opportune arrival of Jim Dart had satisfied the
miners that Sam Brackett, the gambler, was a villain, and
that he was no longer to be trusted.
A couple of them had heard 0:£ Young Wild West, and
these alone had believed what he said when he denied that
he was a party to the stealing of a ho1:se.
The papers were fo be fixed up over in Weston, which
The proprietor of the place was profuse in his apologies was bui forty miles away, the latter part of the week.
and refused absolutely to take any money in advance from
After another little talk it was decided that our friends
any of tbem.
would stay in Diamond Hollow till Friday, and then go over
. He even wanted to give Jim Dart his money back, de- to Weston with Cottrell.
daring that he never wanted any one's money before he
It was now Wednesday, so that would give them a chance .
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to look around the place a bit, and also try to find the gang
that had kept Jim a prisoner so' long.
'l'he three lefJ- Cottrell Lo his work and started to walk
back to the hotel, intending to get their horses and take a
ride around.
They were about half-way back to the hotel when they saw
Stonewall Jackson Jirnson coming along with his horse and
mule.
"Hello, Mr. Jimson," said Wild; "going to stake out a
claim this morning?" .
"Yes," was the answer. "I can't do it too quick, I guess,
'cause my money is putty low. 'l'hey do have pesky high
prices at that hotel, don't they?"
"Well, they charge about ther same rate as all the hotels
in this part of the country. But speaking of staking out a
claim, I think it would be _a good idea to get as close to Bill
Oottrell's as possible."
"Where is Bill Cottrell's claim? Say, I don't know nothin' about his bus!ness an' you do. I've come a good ways to
make my fortune, an' I don't want to starve to death afore
I make it. Won't you be ki:qd enough to pick out a claim
for me?"
"Certainly I will do that. But you must not blame me if
it does not pan out right. Claims are like chances in a lottery; the prizes are not many, you know."
"I'll run my chances on anything you tell me you think
is ther best," and the Southerner shook his head in an emphatic manner to show how earnest he was.
· "We will take a walk .back there," observed our hero to
bis partners.
So they turned around and went back to where Cottrell
was working away at digging a shaft.
There was no one located to him on either side, so after
they had told him all .they knew about Jimson, Cottrell
seemed to be perfectly willing to have him for a neighbor.
"There," observed Wild, turning to the Southerner, "you
can take your choice of these claims horc. I can't tell you
which one would be apt to be the best."
"Thank you," was the reply. "I reckon I'll take ther offsided one. 'I'here's a good place to build a shanty right
there ag'in ther cliff."
"That's as good as any," remarked Cottrell. "I think
my vein leans that way, an' if it does you're sure to s,trike it
rich."
"Good enough ! I hope I do make enough to buy my
grub for a while, anyhow. I ain't lazy, I kin tell yer that !
I'm willin' to work, all right."
Our three friends lingered a few minutes and saw that
Cottrell was showing }1im how to measure out the claim and
drive the stakes, and then they went back to the hotel.
As they neared the hotel they heard loud voices and bursts
of laughter coming from the barroom.
Half a dozen horses were hitched outside, which showed
that some new arrivals had come to town.
This was enough to cause the three to go in and see what
was going on.
'
Wild led the way inside, and he had scarcely crossed the
threshold when a big fellow with a matted ancly bearcl
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seized him by the collar and flung him half-way across the
room.
"Come right in, pilgrims ! Y (}u're jest in time I" he
cried; and then he made a grab for Jim, who dodged him,
however, having seen what haq occurred to Wild.
'rhe fellow laughed good-naturedly, and though he was
somewhat nettled at the reception that was given him, our
·
hero said nothing.
The fellow looked at Charlie as he entered, and then
8tepped aside, saying :
"I won't shackle into you, stranger. It does youngsters
good to shake 'em up a little once in awhile; that's why I
sorter whirled ther boy with ther long hair in so sudden
like. It is apt to learn him to be active, you know."
"Yes," said the scout, shrugging 'his shoulders, "I guess
it is."
"WeH, name ther pizen you're goin' to drink at my expense. I'm Baldy Bates from Sizzlin' Gulch! I eat rattlesnakes for breakfast, chew quahz for dinner and swaller
men whole for supper. I'm a bad man to be cross.eel, so look
out for me! I always warn ther residents when I strike a
strange town. Whoop her up there, landlord!"
At this five more strangers, who were unque tionably the
man's companions, let out a yell that made the bottles rattle on the shelves.
They were all dressed in suits of buckskin, corduroy and
flannel, and looked as though they might have been working
on a ranch.
"Come, come!" roared Baldy Bates, as he had introduced
himself, "name yer particular kincl of pizen, an' be quick
about it. I 've got ther money to pay for ther best there is
in the house."
"A little liquor's mine," retorted Cheyenne Charlie, who
did not want to be the cause of any row; for he knew well
enough that a refusal to drink with the "bad man" meant
that there would be a racket started right away.
And Charlie Wf!.S pretty sure that there would be one, anyhow, for neither Wild nor Jim drank anything strong.
"Come, sonny," went on the rough fellow, seizing Jim by
the arm and pulling him up to the bar. "You'll take a little liquor, too, I reckon."
Then he beckoned to Young Wild West, who promptly
, tepped up.
"I will take a cigar with you," he said, calmly.
"You'll what?"
"You asked me to have something, didn't you?" and
Wild looked at him with affected innocence.
"Asked you to have something? Well, I calculate that
I told you all to name your pizen."
"Well, I have named mine; I'll take a cigar."
"Oh!"
Baldy Bates smiled and then turned to Jim.
"I'll ha:ve a cigar, too,'' the boy said.
"Good enough! Landlord, give them boys each a cigar,
an' hurry up about it."
The cigars were passed out to the two, and then foe man
poured out their drinks .
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Wild had just lighted his cigar when the big man turned
Baldy Bates sat on the floor and looked hard at the
around suddenly and knocked it from his mouth.
speaker.
H e did the same thing'to Jim with his other hand before
"You mean that, I s'pose ?" he ventured.
the boy could prevent it.
.
"Yes; mean it. Now, if you take my advice you will
"I've changed my mind about it, landlord. Jest give get up and behave yourself. You are not half as bad a man
'em a drink apiece, ther same as ther rest of us is drinkin' !" as you think you are!"
Both Wild and Jim were very much angered at what hall
"I ain't, hey?" and the surprised fellow got upon his
feet. "I reckon I ain't as bad as I mought be, but I'm jest
occurred.
Our hero quickly picked up his cigar and then threw it bad enough to stop people from insultin' me!"
at the bad man.
"Insulting you? Why, no one has insulted you. I'll
It 11it him in the face with the fire end, and with a yell leave it to the crowd if they have."
he jumped back and l;pset a whiskey bottle that was on the
"Come, Baldy!" spoke up one of his companions, "call it
bar.
quits!"
"Singin' rattlesnakes! What hit me? Kin any one
"Not till I've give them two boys a wallopin' !"was the
tell?"
angry retort.
"Here is the other cigar!" and with that Jim picked up
"\Vell, if you are bent on walloping us, you may as well
have it out with me first," and with that Young Wild West
his and let it go at him.
"Well, well!" gasped the five friends of Baldy Bates in· darted forward, and catching the man unawares, threw
nnison.
him over hj s head.
The bad man knew what had happened all right, but it
He struck so heavily that the breath was knocked out of
was something that was so unexpected to him that it fairly his body temporarily, and he l~y there with his mouth OPElPtook his breath away when ·Wild threw the lighted cigar at like a fish out of water.
him.
"Why don't you wallop me?" Wild asked, tauntingly.
"Youngsters," he howled, as soon as he could recover bis "Get up! I want you to get through with me and then
breath, "y0u have insulted Baldy Bates from Sizzlin' tackle my partner."
Gulch, an' I'm gain' to knock yer heads together till yer
The surprised bacl man gave a grunt as he caught his
brains fly out! No one ever lived five minutes after insult- breath and then got upon his feet.
in' me!"
"I reckon I've got enough," he said, quietly. "I a.in't
He reached over to grab our hero first, and instead of exactly a hog, you know. Young feller, what mought yer
getting out of the way Wild struck him a stinging blow name be?"
across the mouth with the fl.at of his hand.
"Young Wild West."
Then Jim did the same thing, and it is safe to say that
"Young Wild West, hey? Well, I rnought have known it.
the bncl man saw a few stars that he never dreamed of being I've heerd of you, an' I'm very sorry I tackled yer."
in existence.
It was remarkable to see how soon. Baldy Bates got into a
"Don't no one interfere!" cried Cheyenne Charlie. "Ther good humor.
"Give us all somethin', landlord," he said, in a voice that
first one what does will eat lead!"
He stood with his back to the wall, a shooter in either ,was quite mild. "Take what you want, boys ; if you don't
want to drink, smoke."
l1and, and the look in his eye told that he meant business.
Every man in the room remained perfectly quiet except
Everybody seemed to be in a good humor then, and when
Baldy Bates.
Wild treated all hands to the best cigars the house afforded,
He made a grab for his revolver, jumping toward Wild Baldy Bates took his hat and led in a cheer for the young
as he did so.
Prince of the Saddle.
"My ,boy, I ain't as bad as I make out to be son'retimes,"
But ·Jim Dart was active enough to grab the shooter behe
said, as he took ·w ild by the hand. "You learned me a
fore his fingers got hold of it.
Then Wild gave him another sound slap and took the putty good lesson jest :;i little while ago, an' I reckon I'll
profit by it. I want you to know that I'm your friend from
other revolver that was in his belt.
'l'hnt left the .bad man disarmed, save for the bowie he this time out."
"Thank you, Mr. Bates. I always appreciate a goodl
had in his belt.
He was now so enraged that he drew this and made a rush friend, and I feel that you are sincere< was our hero's reply.
at Yeung Wild West.
Spat !
CHAP TER VI.
Our hero'.:; fist caught him between the eyes an d he tumbled over backward.
HOW A MAN PUSHED I-IIMSEI,F AHEAD.
"You started the rumpus," Wild said. "Now you have
Wild and his partners left the hotel a few minutes later
got the worst of it. You thought you would have some fun
, with a couple of boys. You are nothing but a big, harmles& and went to the stable and got their horses.
bully, and either of us can settle you in any way you want
They were now going to take a ride around and see what
was to be seen.
to :fight."
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He had promised the members of the hand that morning
Of course they were more than anxious to locate the
that he would go and catch them a mess of fish, and he was
gang that had held Jim a prisoner.
Somehow, Young Wildt West always felt it his duty to just nearing the spot where he propoaed to fish when he saw
· hunt down evil doers and lawless characters, no matter Young Wild West and his two partners ride up and come to
a halt.
what town they happened to be in.
He felt that for the benefit of the residents of Diamond
Godfrey knew all about what had happened the night
Hollow Jay Redfern, or Sam Brackett, as he called himself before in the barroom of the Hollow Hotel, as he had been
should be <!riven away from the place or Qaptured.
present at the time.
And as the villain had a grudge against him, Wild was
He knew that his captain bore a grudge against the
only anxious to meet him.
handsome youth with the fearless, dark eyes and fl.owing,
They mounted and took a ride around the little town chestnut hair, and it is more than likely if Wild had been
and were very much pleased with it.
alone he would have taken the chance to shoot him from
It was a dry spell of weather just then, and the water in ambush.
Diamond Creek was rather low.
But there were three of them, and the villain knew
"I'll bet that a heavy rain makes things hum through better than to attempt such a thing.
here," Cheyenne Charlie r¥marked, as he looked up toward
He simply crouched down behind the rocks and listened
the source of the creek.
to all they had to say. ·
I
"Yes; it is a good thing that there is a rise of about ten
'The remarks they made abqut what would happen if the
feet on either side of the creek," Wild ·answered. "The narrow gut above the falls should become blocked gave the
water must certainly get up pretty well when there is a fellow a brilliant idea.
fresll.et."
".I'm goin' to tell Captain Jay about that," he muttered.
"It could not get up high enough to do much damage,
"He might take a notion to wipe out ther town some day."
though," Jim Dart observed, taking the scene in with a
When our three friends finally went away from the' place
critical eye.
Godfrey started in at fishing, and when noon-time came he
"There is a pretty falls two miles below, so they say,"
had a fine string.
remarked Wild. "Let's go down and take a look at it."
Then he took a short cut and soon reached the rendezvous
Of course Charfie and Jim were perfectly willing to do
of the rascally gang.
this, so they rode off here the little valley narrowed into
The captain was away, having gone to Deadwood, as has
the gorge.
been
told, but there were eight of the men there in camp
They were not long in reaching the place where thf:l catain
the
hidden hole, as some of them chose to call it.
ract was.
1
A
couple
of the others had been out shooting game, and
It was a very pretty spot.
when they saw the string of fish come in the men were
The creek narrowed down to what might be called a
split in the rock of about tweivJ f(lk:)t in width, and gaining delighted.
The rascals were too lazy to work, and that made them
force from a descent of about fifty yards, went boiling
and surging over a precipice to the rocks nearly a hundred think more about eating and drinking than anything else.
Godfrey said nothing about •his idea of wiping out the
feet below.
"My!" exclaimed .Tim_, as he looked around. "If a heavy picturesque little town of Diamond Hollow.
He wanted to wait till he got what he thought was a good
rain was to come; and this narrow place above the falls got
opportunity
to give his so-called idea to Redfern.
blocked up, I guess something would happen to the town
Four
of
the
men had gone to the town, they knowing
lhen ! The whole valley would be turned into a lake within
that
no
one
was
aware that they had joined a band to hold
an hour or two."
up
the
travelers
that
came from the town.
"That is a sure thing," agreed Wild. "But that is not
The
rest,
being
known
to be friends of th~ man known as
likely to happen unless human hands d·1c1 it, and I hardly
Sam
Brackett,
the
gambler,
decided that it might be better
think it possible that there would be men bad enough to
if
they
remained
away
from
there.
drown a whole lot of women and children."
The
day
passed
rather
slowly
to them, but they made the
"Tain't likely," saicl Charlie, shaking his head.
But if the three could have only heard the chuckle that best of it playing cards :md wfoning each other's money.
Redfern had left no particular one of them in charge
' came from the lips of a man who was hiding behind a clump
of rocks not far off, they might have thought such a thing when he went away, so as the evening wore on, and they began to get drowsy, it occurred to Godfrey that it would be a
was possible, after all.
Let us see who this particular man was, and what he was good idea, to elect a man to be second in command.
The idea suited them pretty well, though two or three
doing in that vicinity.
thought
it would be better_to let the captain appoint some
He was a shiftless fellow who had been hanging about the
one
in
that
capacity.
town for the past few months, and one of those who had
Godfrey's suggestion prevailed, however, and when they
joined Jay Redfern's band of road agents.
He bore the name of Godfrey, and though he was a lazy took a vote a foor minutes later, each of the nine present was
picked out for lieutenant.
scoundrel, he was an ardent :fisherman.
f
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This seemed a Mtle odd to them at first, but when they
got t o thinking over it, they laughed.
"We've all voted for. ourselves, I reckon," said Godfrey.
"Well, we'll try it ag'in. Ain't there some one here who
ther rest think enough of to elect him? Bein' that I proposed ther thing, I won't ote this time."
This remark struck them pretty well, and when the next
vote was taken the.re were four for Godfrey and four for a
man named Sticker.
"A tie," remarked some one. "How is it gain' to be settled?"
"We'll have to wait till ther captain comes back," retorted Sticker, as ~e took a chew of tobacco with a confident
air.
"Oh, no, we won't," spoke up Godfrey. "We kin settle
it right here. I didn't vote, you know, so since it is a tic
between us two, I reckon it will be ther proper thing for you
not to vote, an' let ther rest vote over ag'in."
"I won't agree to that," snarled the man, who was just
now in the humor to pick a quarrel.
"Well, I'll leave it to the rest. What do yer say, boys?"
"Godfrey is right!" they cried. "He didn't vote, an' you
shoul<in't, either, Sticker."
"He could have voted if he'd wanted ter, couldn't h e?"
the fellow demanded, bound to have it his way if it were
possible.
"Y cs, he could have voted," one of them admitted;
"but as he didn't, an' there are two candidates, I think you
ought to leave it to ther seven of us to settle it."
"I know a better way nor that," and Sticker put his hand
on the butt of his revolver.
"You mean to fight it out, hey?" cried Godfrey, his eyes
lighting- with fire. "Well, wc'~l fight it out, if you want
to ; but not until ther seven men settle it first. I you ain "t
satisfied with ther way their vote turns out, we'll go outside
an' blaze away at each other till one of us drops. I ain't
no coward, Sticker!"
•
"I ain't, either, nor never was."
"All right. Now ther seven of yer kin take another vote,
if yer want ter."
Godfre:y's argument must have sounded all right to the
villains, for this time when they voted he got five am1
Sticker two.
Sticker promptly flew into a rage.
"It's a put-up job," he declared., "Come on outside an'
we'll fight it out."
"I'm yer persimmon, Sticker!"
The two promptly went out of the hiding place under lhe
cliff, the rest following them to see t.he fight.
They walked on out of t.he passage till they got to a level
spot, and then one of the men stepped up and said:
"Jest' put your backs together right here, an' when I say
ther word, step off ten paces in a straight line an' then turn
an' let yourselves loose !"
This was fair enough and they promptly submitted to
it.
They were placed back to back, and then th e word was
given.

With swift strides they started in opposite directions,
and both made the ten paces in about the same time.
Sticker was the first to fire, however, but it was a pretty
good distance, and dark; besides, his bullet flew wide of the ·
mark.
Godfrey relurned the shot, missing, also, and then the
shots began sounJing in rapid succession.
,
The resu lt w~1• that when lhc.y had exhausted the chambers of both their revolvers neither had been touched.
"Arc yer satisfied?" asked Godfrey.
"No," was the reply. "We'll try it again, and make it
fiye paces this time."
"l'm yer persimmon, Sticker!"
The rest of the men were for dropping it, but the principals would not listen. to this.
Sticker was bent on dropping ,his rival, and he felt that
he must do it thi s time.
I
And Godfrey was just as determined that he should not
do it.
The same man who had acted before stepped up and
placed Lhem in position again.
''Are you rea11y ?"he asked.
"Yes," came the reply from both.
"Then let her go."
'rhis time Godfrey gol the first shot in.
It took effect in the fl eshy part of Sticker's right arm and
he dropped his shooter with a howl of pain.
"I guess that settlr~ it!" exclairb€cl the victor, with a
·
chuckle. "I reckon l'm thcr lieutenant of this crowd."
All the fight was taken out of Sticker, so they all filed
\
back into the retreat.
His wound was dressed by one of the men who had voted
for him and Godfrey at once began to show his authority.
He appointed two mm to st and guard, and then, after
giving a few minor orders, he went to his bed of leaves and
turned in for the night.
It was long past midnight when Godfrey was aroused by
hearing the sound of a woman's voice in the cave-like place.
He rubbed his eyes and sat up in a listening attitude.
"What could it mean?" he asked himself.
Then he heard it again.
But he heard the voice of the captain, also, and then it
dawned upon him that Redfern must have brought a
woman there.
And that was jL1 st what had taken place.
The Yillain had just reached the retreat with both Millie O'Connor and her father.
"Well, Godfrey,'' said the captain, when he caught sight
of him as he advanced through the dimly lighted place,
"one of the boys has just told me that you were elected my
li eutenant to-night."
"'T'hat's right, cap, if you don't object to it," was, ithe
reply.
"Oh, I don't object in the least. The chances are that I
would have picked you for the place, anyhow. Now, just
hustle a little and get a pla ce fixed up for my guests. I
have.brought a gentleman an r1 hi s daughter over from Deadwood to stay 1rilh us for awhile."
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Not being able to work out in the rain, many of th e
rniners gat.herecl at the hotel, and card games got t o be t he
feature of lhe day.
so:>rn STIOOTlNG AT A. l\fARK.
It 1ra3 about this i.ime that t wo stranger s arrived.
'l11'1ey were ll'et to the skin, a nd were appar ently gl ad to
Young Wild Vfost arnl lii:; parlners sprnt Lhe balance of find the slwHer of the hostelry .
the day in laking i11 the vicinity oC the iown.
One of them 1n1:; an eklerly man, with iroh-gr ay h air
They :;earched lhe inountain:'icle ol'cr prclty carefully, ancl mn::;taclie, :ind the other was a comparatively young
and though.Jim managed to lead tile 1ray to the cave he had iwm with long black hair a11d a beard of the same hue .
bee1 im)'ri:;oned in, lhcy could not find where the road
Young \ri Id Ir est could not help not icing them p ar ticagenb \rrre now located.
ularly wlwn they came in, since he was standing near the
That el'ening Stone\\'all Jack:;on Jirnrnn came Ol'er to the door at the time.
hole] and informed them that he had fonnd <l good-sized
He saw at the first glance that the elderly man seemed to
nuggd aL alrno~t the f-ir~t shovelful of dirt he threw out of be in a sort of fea r of the other, an d t his m ade t he boy
wonder what it meant.
his claim.
'J'he Sontherner was Yery much elated, and he insisted
The hYo walked up to the bar, not paying the least at upon ,;(allding treat for lhe three he regarded as his be::;t tention to the crowd of miners and gu ests of the hotel, an d.
pnt away a couple of horns of whiskey apiece in short
fril'n<I~ in Lown.
"J gues~ lher pc~ky claim is go in' lo turn out all right," order.
he ,;::iid. '• J ~]11)11'cd the nugget to Coilrell, an' he 'lo\Yed
'l'hen our hero took note of the fact that the older man
thal it wa:; 1rnr!h nbuul forty dollars. 'l'hal ain"t :::o ba<l for of the l wo seemed to feel better.
thcr Ji r:'t d11.I', i:; it?"
Balrly Bates, the bad man, was in the room at the time
"J\o; lhal io not at all bad," replied \Yihl
"The nnd having imbibecl a little more than was good for h im,
chanu·:i urn that you will ~trike a good lhing there, and .l he was bcgi1ming to get a trifle boisterous.
He macle all sorts of rema rks, some of which were r eal
hope you do. L'll fake a cigar, Hince you insist on treating
.funny, and the crowd took it all good-naturedly.
us ."
Finally Batrs got to bragging a little.
Charlie and J irn id i.he Rame, and not wanting to be the
"I reckon I k in beat any one in the house at shootin'
only one to rlrin k, J im,;on l'ollo\\'cd BU il.
·
The Soui.hemcr l1ad riggctl up a prelly good sort of a at a rnark with a reYolYer," he declared. " I'll bet drink~
place lo !'top at, and in a few days he hoped i.o ha1'e a shanty that I kin pin ther fiYe-spot oi hearts to ther wall over there
an' hit every spot in jest five oho ts."
erected.
"'l'bat is no Jcat," remarked the younger of the two stran "l won·t work wry much at gittin' out i.her dust till I git
a goocl, cuml'ortable place lo sleep,'' he said. "I don't like gers, as he squeezed the water from his long hair . "I'll bet
to sleep. in 1.her open air nrnch, though l'vc done lots of it l can hit ther five spot of the card 1rhile some one holds it
up for me. H there is any one who has the 11erve to hold
in my day cloll'n South."
Alter he had la ken his cleparlurc, our fr iend::; lingered a card to let me shoot at, I'll do it just fo r the fwn of. it."
No one made a reply to th i ~, so he resumed :
around 1.hc bar and card room [or awhile 1and then went t.o
"Well, I gue~s my friend will hold up the car d for me.
bed.
J don't \Vant you to think that I am bragging, so I r.rill clo
\\'hen they awoke in the morning it was raining hard.
Thr>rc had been a long, dry "pell in !hat section, but it ii, ariyway. Colonel, you jus.l hold up the card for me."
The elderly man hesitated, but an assuring nod caused
~eerne<l thal the rain was going lo pay up for it, as it came
clown in Lorrenl;;.
him to consent to do it, and when Baldy produced the five"l reckon \\·e'.ll have to stay . right here an' make our- spot of liC'arts from the pack he had in kis han Js he tc•ok it
f'ehe~ corn f'o1b ble," said Chari ic. "H strike;; me that t.hiB and walked to the other side of lhe room .
'l'here was not a man there who did not like i.o see good
storm is gain' i.o krep llp for nwhile." ·
"It looks that way," Wild retorted, as he ivcnt. to lhe door shoo ling.
'l'he proprietor was very much interested, and when the
and lookcc-1 our. ' "1fy ! but it won't be very long ~dore thr
rn:m adclresecl as colonel walked over and held up the card
cataract we were looking at yeslerclay 1rill be in sight."
"The water is getting higher in ihe creek already," re- he made no objection to having the shootin g done in, his
'
:marked Jim. "I wonder if il will get up high enough to house.
uverflow the bank."
He held it high above his. head, and by just the tip of one
the comers, sh011ing that either he was not acqu ainted
"lt nerer has oYerflowecl yel," spoke up t.he lancllorcl,
who overheard the remark. "But lher hriclge below herr with his companion's skill in that line, or that he did no t
was washed a\\'ay last spring one day and l'olks couldn"t liaYe. ::in,v too much confidence in him.
'l'he dark-bearcled "rnan clrew h is revolver and >tepped to
cross thrr creek for a whole an\' . Afler it st.ops rai11in' it
don't take a grctat wl1Jc for ther waler to go down, you i.he oilier sicle of the room.
"Hold the carJ still, colonel," he said, and t h en r aising
know ."
Toward noon the slorm let up, bul Llid not slop entirely. his revolver, he took deliberate aim and fired.
CHAPTER VII.

a

or
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One of the spots on the card was hit by the bullet, as
all in· the room could plainly see.
"That's one !" he exclaimed with an air of triumph. "M:y
friend, I rather guess that you can't learn me anything
about shoJting-not' much, anyway."
"Go on an' finish," retorted Baldy Bates, £or th~ remark
was addrassed to him.
With a bland smile the fellow did so. ,
But this time he was not so lucky.
The bullet merely grazed the edge of the card on the side
away from the head of the man who was holding it.
"He moved his hancl ju~t aR I fired," said the marksman.
"I shouldn't have missed that."
"But yer did, jest ther same," laughed Bates.
"We will see if I do this time," was th e calm rejoinder.
Wild had sized both men up pretty well now, and he came
to the conclusion that the fellow who was doing the shooting
was a pretty cool hand.
The other man seemed to be entirely controlled by him,
and our hero wondered what their business in Diamond
Hollow was.
The dark-haired man fired three more shots and hit a,
spot on tbe card at each sho~
He had hit four out of fiv-e.
"I don't call that very good shootin'," remarked Bates,
when it was all over.
"Can you beat it?" the stranger asked:
"I reckon I kin."
"I'll bet you a hundred you can't."
"I'll go yer !"
Out came tlie money from both, and in less than a minute
it was in the hands of the landlord.
Bates quickly produc;:d another five-spot from the pack of
cards.
"Who's goin' ter hold this fur me?" he asked, looking
around the room.
No one made a reply.
'I'he bad man was pretty well under the influence of
liquor, and it would be taking chances to hold up a card
for him to shoot at.
":H you don't get any one to hold the card I win the
'money,'' said the stranger, quietly. "You were to beat the
~core I made, and, of course, every one underst.ands that
the shooting is to be done in the same way I did it. Putting a card fast to the wall and shooting at it is different
from ~hooting at a card a person is holding up for you.. H
you cannot get a man to hold .up the card it is not my
fault."
Bdes was a little abashed at this remark.
He looked all around the room, and finally his eyes resteil
on the elderly man the marksman had called the colonel.
"Will you hold up ther card fur me?" he queried.
"No,'' was the quick reply. "I would not do it again for
anybody. I was afraid I would have a finger shot off before.
•
I won't risk it again."
The marksman smiled.
"! guess you \ are going to lose the bet, my friend." he
observed.

Bates cast another anxious look a1·ound the room.
"Ain't there any one here who will hold up ther card for
me?" he asked. "I kin beat that feller's score; an' I knows
il. I've got a hundr~d dollars up that I kin beat him, an' it·
don't seem right that I should lose it without takin' a shot
at ther card. Who's goin' to hold ther card fur me?"
"I will!" exclaimed Young Wild West, stepping forward.
Wild h,1d come to the conclusion that Bates knew how
to shoot, .and rather than see him lose his money without a
chance to win, he was going to take the risk.
'
The dark stranger colornd slightly when the handsome
young Prince of the Saddle stepped forward.
But he forced a smile and no<lded as t.hough he was glad
that Bates was going to get a chance.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were a littl e surp~ised
at Wild's accepting the invitation to hold. the card, but they
knew he would not do anything rash, and therefore must
know what he was doing.
"Thank you, Young Wild West!" cried Baldy Bates,
his eyes fl.ashing with delight. "You are ther nerviest feller I ever met, an' you kin jest bet that your fingers ain't
goin to git touched by any bullets of mine."
"I'll take my chances," was the retort, and taking the
c:ard, he stepped over to the corner of the room.
Wild held up the card as steady as though it had been
pinned to the wall.
The bad man gave a noel of satisfaction, and then leveling
his revolver, fired.
The bullet hit the spot nearest fo the thumb 11-nd finger
of Wild. It was right in the center of the spot, too, and a murmur
of surprise and admiration went up from the crowd, the
majority of which sympathized with Bates.
"Go ahead,'' said our hero, calmly. "I guess yo\l can hit
the other four."
•
Bates c1id go ahead.
H e shot £our times in rapid succession, and hit every spot.
"I reckon , ! win ther money!" he cried, gleefully.
"Thank you very much, Young ·wild West. Landlord, jest
set 'em up £or all hands."
The stranger took the card and examined it.
Then he told the landlord to pay the money to Bates,
as he had won it.
"But," he added, "the "card was held much' steadier for
him than it was for me. Young fellow, will you hold up the
card, (Jl' another one, £or me, so I can show that I can hit the
five spots?"
"No,'' said Wild. "I merely held it up so that man could
have a square deal. You made a bet and lost it, so there is
no use in your runnin g the risk of shooting a finger off some
one's hand just to show how well you can shoot."
"You don't seem to have as much nerve as the big man
intimated a few minutes ago,'' was the sneering rejoinder.
"Oh, I guess I have nerve enough. But I don't intend
to hold up a card £or you to shoot at. To tell the truth, I
don't think you are much of a shot, anyhow. H the gentleman I obliged will kindly hold up a card for me I will show
you how to shoot."

I
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~'Yer kin bet y ur life I'll hold a card £ur Young Wild
West!" cried Bates. "Which card do you want?"
"Pick ont one 0£ the aces, retort~d Wild, drawing one
of his shooters from his belt.
A hush came over the crowd in the room.
They were more interested now than they had been since
the subject 0£ shooting at a mark came up.
Bates quickly took the ace of diamonds from the pack.
'rhen he walked boldly o~er to the c01'ner, showing that
he had the greatest 0£ confidence in the boy.
He held the card up, face toward Wild.
"Don't hold it that way; hold the edge toward me."
As Young Wild West said this a cry of amazement went
up.
"I am going to cut the card," he explained. "I am going
to send a bullet through the center 0£ the part where the ace
is and make two pieces 0£ it."
Baldy Bates looked at him for a moment and then held
the card as he directed.
Crack!
So quickly did the young dead-shot fire that it seemed
to the men that he could not have possibly taken aim.
But when the upper part 0£ the card fell over and
dropped to the floor a roar >~ent up.
"' Never had the miners seen such shooting be£ore.
Bates picked the piece of card from the floor and brought
the two pieces over and laid them on the bar.
The landlord :::natched them together as well as he could
and then disclosed the fact that the card had been cut
through, the ace in the cepter having disappeared save £or
a speck at the top and bottom.
"Anybody who can't do that should not go around bragging and betting on how well they can shoot," said Wild,
calmly.
"You're right they hadn't," replied Bates. "But when I
gits a little liquor aboard I can't help braggin'; it's one of
my, many failin's."
The stranger said nothing.
But the a>:pression on his face showed that he was a much
surprised man.
But he appeared to take it all good-naturedly.
It rained hard all day long, and when night came the
strangers were still there.
Wild went into the barroom after supper and found' the
two strangers there. He paid no attention to them, but
walked toward the door.
"Yoll.' ain't goin' out, are you, young fellow?" spoke up
the dark man, as he came over to the door.
"No; I guess I will stay inside uniil to-morrow, by the
looks of the weather," was the reply.
"Well, what do you say if we have a game' o£ draw? Your
fine shooting has made me take an interest in you, and I
· imagine that you know something about playing cards, as
well as shooting them. I am pretty good at the game, I am
willing to admit."
Young Wild West thought a moment.
Then he decided to accept the stranger's invitation.

He was curious to learn what the man was driving at, for
he felt that he had eome there for a purpose.
"I will let you pick the players," the man said. "You
will do me a favor by doing so, as I am a perfect stranger
in these parts, and have seen enough of you to make me believe that you are as white as they make them."

CHAPTER VIII.
THE BREAKING UP OF THE GAME.

Wild led the way into the card room.
'rhere w:.is a vacant table there, and he promptly sat down
to it.
"Since you have asked me to select the men to play with
us," he sai<l, "I would suggest that your friend take a hand,
and that my two friends sit in the game with us. That will
make five, and that is about right for a nice, friendly game
0£ draw."
·
"That just suits me," retorted the stranger.
"How
about it, colonel?"
''I am satisfied," replied the elderly man, who had followed them into the room .
"Well, how about you, boys?" asked Wild, looking at
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart.
'l'he scout was more than willing, since he really loved
the game too much for his good sometimes; but Jim looked
at Wilcl in astonishment.
Though he knew the game well enough, he was nothing 0£
an expert at handilng cards, and he could not imagine why
Wild wanted him to play.
"I haven't much money to lose," he said. "I'd rather
no~ play."
· "Oh, sit down!" insisted the stranger. "It is only going
to be- a friendly game."
"And a strictly square one," added our hero.
"Certainly," and the man looked as though he felt· injured. "If I thought any of you were card sharps I would
not think 0£ sitting down."
Young Wild West was looking at the elder man when this
remark was made, and he noticed that there was a twinkle
in his eyes.
· He seemed to be interested in something, £or the first time
since he had come into the place.
After a little mbre ordinary talk the five sat down.
A pack of cards was brought to them by an employee of
the place, and the dark-bearded man took it and began
shuffling the cards.
"I suppose we ought to know one another," he observed,
as he laid down the cards £or them to cut £or deal. "I am
Dick Gregory, and this is a friend 0£ mine and prospective
£ather-iJ.1-law, Mr. O'Connor, 0£ Deadwood."
'fhe old man winced as this was said, something that
Wild did not fail to notice.
"Glad to meet you, gentlemen," he said, with one of his
calm smiles. "I am Young Wild West, and these are my
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parde1:s, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart. We hail from
Weston."
Then tbey all shook hands, after which the canls were
cut and the game started .
It happened that Wild won the deal, and though there
was nothing in that when a square gaJ¥e was being played,
it is always looked upon by gamblers as being a sort of omen
of good luck.
Our hero was sati'lfierl of one thing already, and that was
that the two men were profeBsional gamblers.
He was confident that they had come to Diamond Hollow
for the purpose of making money at the game, but he could
not help thinking that there was something back of that,
too.
His keen ·judgment of human nature told him that, in
spite of the friendly spirit Dick Gregory showed toward
him, that he did not like him .
H e tried to think where he had seen the fellow before,
but could not do so.
The ante in the game was small, so small, in fact, that·
no one could lrn ye won or lost much in a whole day, if it
was not raised.
Jim was certainly the poorest player of the five, but he
seemed to have a. lot of luck, for he began to win, and kept
right on doing so for half an hour.
At the end of this time Gregory turn1ed to Wild with a
smile and said :
.
"It seems that the fellow who professes to be .a greenhorn knows more than we do about the game, after all."
" He is' certainly having a great run of luck," replied the
young dead-shot.
"Why can't we raise the ante a litt le? That would make
it more interesting,'' suggested O'Connor.
As ~he reader has no doubt judged by this time, the man
was no other than the father of Millie O'Connor, and Dick
Gregory was Sam Brackett, the gambler, alias Jay Redfern, ~he road agent.
Redfern had managed to smooth things over with O'Connor after he brought him a prisoner to the reh'eat on the
mountainside, and u,ncler Lhreat and promise h~ had agreed
that his daughter should become the villa,in's bride within
a week.
When Redfern had proposed that they go to the town
that morning and get into a game of poker, O'Connor was
011ly too glad of the opportunity~
'
H e had a mania for the game, and when he once got into
it all thoughts of troubles and everything else but his present pceupation left him entirely.
I t was Redfern's· plan to take back the preacher 1 who
worked hard all the week with a pick and shovel and
preached to all thme who cared to hear him on Sundays,
to the rendezvous when they went, and then by bribery
and coercion, get him to perfo1·m the marriage ceremony.
He had not told the prospective father-in-law . of this,
but he meant to do it,. just tbe same.
The villain's disguise was certainly a good one, otherwi.se
he would have been recognized by those who had known
him as Sam Brackett, the gambler.

Our friends had really seen so litt~e of him that they
could not be expected t recognize him in his present
make-up.
Men with long hla.ck hair and beards were common in the
West.
Redfern judged that Young Wild West had a goodly ,
sum of money with him, and if he could manage to fleece
him out of it he 1vould be partly revenged for whfft the boy
had done to him two or three days before.
He had arranged with O'tJonnor what they should de
when they got into the game, and when the old man proposed that the ante be raised that was the .first thing toward
the fleecing part of the game,
'l'hey would keep on raising 1.he ante, letting the others
win the most of what went on the table until they got the
stakes pretty high.
Then they would eomrnence their "skinning" tactics.
Redfern ha<l seen enough of Young Wild West to know
-cnough to let him alone.
'
But he thought he would surely have him at gambling.
There was his mistake.
While our hero never gambled for the sakr of making
money, he knew the game from start"to finish, as well as
all the tricks of cheating:
He never played unless he hacl a purpose in view.
The purpose he had now was to find out what the two
men were up to, more especially the younger of the two .
'l1 he ~ame proceeded, our friends agreeing i.o 1.he raising
of the ante and, as luck would have it, Jim kept on wiuning.
\
The disguised villain was losing the most, but he did not
seem to mind it in the least.
He ook pains several times to show that he had lots of
money wi'ch him, acting very much like the charader he
was assuming-that of a reckle s ranch owner out for .a
good time.
Young Wild West bad no desire to win the money of any
one, but he was willing to lose a little in order to satisfy
his curiosity.
The game continued for a couple of hours, a.1~d at the crnl
of that time the stakes were pretty high.
They were now playing a ten dollar ante and no limit.
Wild was watching the two men, and so was Cheyenne
Charlie.
Jim began to lose· right away when the no limit game
started.
He was not nsed to what was termed "bluffing," and he
only played the strength o£ his hand.
With Wild and Charlie it was different.
Twice they called a big bluff that O'Connor made and
each time they cleaned the table. ,
The two rascals rrow began to work with different tactics.
Redfern could deal out i.he cards as he saw fit, almost.
And he could keep a few on his person without the ordinary observer being aware of it.
But Young \Vild West wa.s more than an ordinary observer, especially when he was of the opinion that he was
dealing with professional gamblers.
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While he did not appear to be doing so, he ha.d his .gaze
on ·Redfern every time he handled the catds.
At length he saw him pick up the cards, after raking in
a pot, and as he tossed tliem to O'Connor, who was the
next to deal. he kept three of them in his hand.
So well did he conceal the cards that only an expert could
have noticed the steal.
Wild said nothing, but watched and finally saw the gambler slip the stolen cards on the clrnir under him.
The hands were dealt around, and then Charlie made a
ten-dollar bet.
Wild met it and raisea it.
Then Jim did likewise.
Jim had a good hand, and he was going to play the worth
of it.
"I'll go in," said Redfern, meeting what had been put on
the board, b1:lt not raising it.
Charlie happened to haw two kings in his hand, so he
drew three cards.
He was agreeably surprised to see that he had drawn two
more kings, though the expression on his face did not show
anything.'
Jim had three queens when he drew two cards, but he
failed to improve the hand any.
Wild took five cards, as he haa nothing, and had only gone
in for a purpose.
He drew in the :five a lonely pair of sevens.
But that made no difference to him.
It would ha l'e been all the sani.e if he had not drawn a
pair.
He was after Dick Gregory, as he· called himself.
The three cards the villain had placed on the chair were
aces. ·
He meant to ask "for three cards and then dtange them
for those he had ooncealed.
O'Connor was to see to it that he got the other ace when
he dealt the cards.
·
'
And Redfern had it there in his hand.
He was so engrossed in making the change that would
cheat our friends from the po't and win it for himsel:f that
he did not keep his eyes on Young Wild West just then.
"Give me three cards," he said, throwing down his chscards \n a little pile on the table.
As he said this Wild dropped one of his cards on the floor,
and he steeped to pick it just as Redfern leaned over for the
carcls O'Connor dealt from the pack.
In doing this he. raised him self from the chair, and then
our hero quickly took the cards from where he had hidden
them.
It was done very quickly, and so well that the rascally
gambler did not know it.
He was in no hurry to make the change, knowing he
would have an opportunity when the betting got to going.
Every one made a raise until it came around to Jim.
H e dropped out because he did not think three queens
worth staying in on.
"Five hundred raise!" said Redfern, when it came to his
turn'.
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He placed the money on the table and then looked at
O'Connor.
"I'll see that and go you five hundred better. You can't
bluff me out this time," was what the old man said, and he
quickly put up the money.
Charlie thought his fou r kings were big enough to lift it
another five hundred, so he promptly did so.
The look in W.ild's eye told him that it would be safe for
him to do so.
"I'll just meet that, because I haven't got much more
than enough to do it with," remarked our hero, calml;r.
"You call, then?" inquired Redfern.
"Yes," was the reply.
Then the gambler's hand slid toward the chair with the
three cards he intended to exchange.
"I'll call, too," he said, as he slid the money into the
pile.
Just then a blank look came upon the face of Redfern.
He had discovered that the cards had gone from the chair.
But he kept remarkably cool, and managed to drop a card
on the floor, so he could have an excuse for getting down to
'
pick it up.
When he found that the cards were really missing it occurred to him that he had been beaten at his own game.
But he was not going to let that big pile of money slip
from him, if he could possibly help it.
"It is a misdeal !" he exclaimed, suddenly. " I have only
got four cards."
"Is that so, my friend?" Young Wild West asked calmly.
"Perhaps this ace will about :fix '.)'Our hand up. I found the
them on your chair a couple of minutes ago."
three
The brow of the gambler turned as black as a thundercloud.
"Do you mean to say that I have been cheating?" he demand ed, placing his hand upon his revolver.
"That is exactly what I mean," was the calm reto~t. " Just
take your hand off that shooter, or I'll drop you !"
"Well, well!" gasped O'Connor. "What does this mean,
gentlemen?"
"It means that yon are a couple of crooks, and that your
game won't work," retorted \Vild. "Just every one of you
lay your hands on the table, face up, and don't a man touch
i.hat money till I tell them to!"
~onng Wild West stood erect now, with a revolver in
either hand.
His attitude showed that he meant business.
'The face of Redfern was nbw deathly pale, and as his
lips began to twitch nervously Wild tumbled to the fact
1hat his bearcl w11s a false one.
•Then as quick as a fi11sh he realized who the villain was.
It all came to him.
Redfern laid four cards on the table.
"Put the other one there !"
There was no mistaking the command, so the IDfln did so.
All the hands were now on the table.
"The pot is yours, Charlie. Rake it in!"
The scout did not wait to he told twice.
"This is robbery!" cried Redfern, turning appealingly
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to the men who had risen to their feet when the trouble
began.
'rhere were at least twenty in the room, and they were all
interested in what was taking place at that particular table.
"Gentlemen," said Young Wild West, as calmly as
though he was addressing_ a clMs of children at school, "that
man is a rank cheat! H e is also not what he represents
himself to be. I will prove it to you," and with a quick
move, he changed the revolver in his left hand to his right
and seized the gambler by the beard.
O:fit it came, revealing the face of Jay Redfern.
A cry of surprise went np from the crowd, and then a
dozen shots rang out and the room was in darkness.

C:b.arlie had come out away ahead in the game and Wild
and Jim were abo1it even.
But let us follow ihe two gamblers who were lucky enough
to make their escape.
Shortly before darkness they had gone out to the shed
and saddled their horaes, as there had been a lull in the •
storm, and then it starting in right away again, they had
changed their minds
'l'hat mnde it all the better for them, as their hors~s were
ready when they cnme out through the window.
Redfern was elated at making their escape, though he
did not care much about O'Connor. '
He could have got out of it all right if he had remained
there.
When the two were well on the road up the mountain they
henrd horses com ing behind them.
CHAPTER IX.
At first they thought they were being pursue<l, and
Redfern called a halt and made ready to fight.
THE PLO'.r TO DESTROY THE TOWN.
But just then the voice of one of his men called out:
"Hello, cap ~ Are you all right?"
The shots had been fired by three of the road agent band,
"Yes," he ans,rered. "So it is you fellows, eh;"
who were in the card room at the time.
"Yes; two of us . • Tom stayed there, 'cause none of 'em
They did not attempt to shoot Young Wild West or-his expected that he was in ther game."
friends, but merely tried to put out the lights, so their capThe two came on up, and when O'Connor assured himtain and his companion could have a chance to escape.
self that they were really friends, he felt easier.
And they rncceeded in doing just what they wanted to.
"They won't bother to chase us up to-night," said one
There was a window right behind where Redfern had
of the men, "an' if they try it to-morrow they won't find
been sitting, and while one of the men shut the door that led
·
our tracks, 'cause this heavy rain will wash 'em away."
to the bar, another made for the window and flung it open.
"That's right,'' retorted Redfern. "This is the worst
Both Redfern and O'Connor knew what to do when they
1>torm I have been out .in in a long time. We will need a
felt the rain and ·wind coming upon them.
good drying out when we get to our headquarters."
They reached the window and fairly tumbled out of it.
They rode on, and in a little while they were at the snug
There was a whole lot of scuffling in the room, and when retreat.
some one struck a match a moment later Young Wild West
found that the birds had flown.
Redfern gave the signal they had ag:r;eed upon and the
The match went out almost instantly from the effects of guard admitted them.
the draught, but Wild had located the window, and he
Back in the cave-like place a cheery fire was blazing, the
quickly made for it.
. rn1oke going up through a crevice in the rocks.
It so happened that one of the road agents made for it at
"Putty wet, ain't yer, cap?" Godfrey asked as he hustled
,1bout
to make the villains 'comfortable.
the same time, and the result was that they collided.
As luck would have it, Wild got the worst of the bargain,
"Yes, it is bad enough to have to be out in the rain on
such a ni ght, but to be driven out by a boy makes it all the
for he fell against the wall and slipped to the floor.
When he got upon his feet the barroom door was open worse."
and a stream of light came into the room.
"Who dlove you out, cap?"
Knowing that the two men most likely made for the shed
'·'Young Wild West. "
where they had left their horses, he rushed out, followed by
"What!"
Charlie and Jim.
"Yes, he got the best of me again to-night. We were
But they were too late, for even then they heard the down at the Hollow Hotel all day ·ana had all sorts of
thud of departing hoofs.
amusement; but when we got into a game of draw poker
"Let 'em go !" exclaimed the scout. "It is too nasty a with Young Wild West and his partners just after dark we
11ight to saddle a horse an' go out. My! but ain't it rainin', began to drift toward trouble.''
though i"
"Ther youngster didn't find out who you was, did he?"
Wild thought this a ;vise conchlsion, so he went back.
asked Godfrey, as he listened with great attention.
The villains who had shot out the lights and made it so
"Yes, he found out who I was, and it was only by great
the two men coul<l make their escape were not to be found.
luck that I got away."
"Why don't you git square on him, cap?"
While he was sorry that the road agent captain had not
been captured, our hero smiled when he thought how nicely
"I mean to. I want to get sq uare with him and all those
he ·had beaten him at his own game.
who live in the town of Diamond Hollow. I don't claTe to
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go there any more, so why wouldn't I want to get square
with them?"
• "That's right, cap. T know a way that you could wipe
out ther whole town at once, an' then come along afterwards an' pick up ther dust an' nuggets that's there."
., "What are you talking about?" demanded Redfern.
"I mean jest what I say, cap. If it keeps on rainin' like
this all night we kin fill ther holler with water twenty feet
deep."
'rhe captain gave a start.
He began to understand what Godfrey was driving at.
"You know ther narrer gut that let's ther water through
ther gorge, cap?"
"Yes ; I have been there several times."
"Well, if that was to be blocked up with somethin', how
long would it be afore ther people in ther town would have
to dig out for high ground?'
"Not long. But they would have time enough to escape
and take their money and valuables with them. Since you
have spoken of this, I know a better plan than yours."
"What is it, cap?"
"We could shut the water in the basin that is up above
the gorge not very far from here. That could be done in a
couple of hours' ti.me.
"Then when the basin got pretty full we could let it go.
I guess Diamond Hollow would be wiped out then! Why,
as soon as a shanty or two got washed to the gut at the other
end the water would rise and clean every one of them out."
"Right you are, cap. I never thought of that."
"I'll think it over.• and if I can figure out how we are
going to make a good haul by it, we will do it in the morning."
"Good enough!"
The two villains dropped the subject and went apart,
Godfrey to his rough bunk and Redfern to the fire to finish
drying his wet garments.
Neither of them seemed to think of the awful fate of th.e
two hundred men, women and children in the town in case
the flood shculd take place.
Such men, who could calmly plan to destroy so many
lives, are not very often found; but there are some of them
in the world, and it would be a blessing if they were out
of it.
The next morning when Redfern a1:ose it was raining as
hard as ever. ·
He frowned when he thought of how Young Wild West
had got the best of him, and then he began to think of what
' he had been talking over with his man Godfrey.
"By Jave !" he muttered, "I believe it would be a great
• thing! There is lots of wealth in that town, and we coulcl
surely get hold of the biggest part of it. Confound it all!
the town shall be flooded, and this very day ! If the people
in it are .fools enough to stay and get drowned when they
see the flood coming, why, let them. Young Wild West
must never leave that town alive! If he don't drown he
will die, anyway!"
After having expres~ed himself this· way, he went over
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to the part of the cave that had been curtained off and allotted to the girl he had a prisoner.
A man was constantly on guard all the time, and of him
Redfern learned that Millie O'Connor had not raved and
made much noise cluring the night.
The girl's father was still .rnleep, so the villain did not
wake him.
"When he gets up we will have a little talk with Millie,"
he muttered. "It is too bad that we had to leave the town
in such a hurry last night; I meant to have brought a :minister up here. Well, I will get one before the flood takes
place, anyway."
Ile found Godfrey a minute or so later.
'I'his scoundrel had become infatuated with the idea of
flooding the town below, and it was evident that he would
never be satisfied until the thing was done.
Redfern hau a long i:alk ll'ith him, the result being that
Godfrey took six men with him equipped with axes, picks
and shovels.
They were going to build a clam to keep the water from
flowing down into the gorge !
And then when enough hacl accumulated in the natural
basin, they would let it down with a rush!

. CHAPTER X. '
YOUNG WILD n·EsT's DA.SR FOR LIFE.

When Young Wild West got up the next morning and
found that the storm had not abated in the least he gave
up all thoughts of starting for Weston.
It was Friday morning, and that was the time he had
agreed to accompany Bill Cottrell to Wes ton and arrange
the loan for him.
But it was all out of the question to think 0£ going away
I
from the town that morning; there was no let up to the rain,
and the way it kept corning down was almost fearful.
Wild stood at the window looking out when Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart came over to him.
"The banks of the creek must be -overflowed," remarked
the latter.
"Yes," was the reply; "I can see from here that the
water is overflowing in some places. It must be a siiht
down at the falls now."
"I reckon it must be!" exclaimed the scout. "My ! but
:jest s'pose that narrow gut above ther falls should git
blocked up now!"
"The little valley would be turned into a lake," said our
hero. "While the majority of the houses and shanties
would be dm;troyed, the people would have no trouble in getting to a place of safety, since it would take several hours
to fill the valley with water."
"Well, if it keeps on raining like this all day I guess
some of the people will have to move out of their houses
anyway," Jim observed with a shrug of his shoulders. "I
shouldn't want to llvc in any of those houses over there cloz:t!

(
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t o t he creek. Why, if the water rises eight or ten inche8
more it will be even with the door-sills of some of them."
The t h ree went clown to their breakfast a few minutes
lat er, and when they got there they found Stonewall Jackson Jimson there.
" I thought I'd better hunk here last night," he said. " It
was raiIJiIJ' too hard for me to leg it over to my claim. I
wen t to bed rather early an' lrnt in a good sleep. This are
ther worst storm I've seen. in many a clay, an' there's n o
tellin' how long it are gain' to la3t. After breakfast I've got
to go over my claim, rain or no rain. My horse an' mule
have got to be feel."
The Southerner appeared to br more than satisfied with
h is claim, and Young Wild West was glad he was, since h e
had advised him to locate the~·e.
After breakfast our friends went out into 'the barroom.
Though it was rather early, the place was pretty well
fi lled with miners.
It was out of the question to think of working in th at
weather.
Baldy Bates, the bad man, was there among the rest.
He was on pretty good terms with all hands, and had lost
considerable of the domineering spirit he had shown on his
arrival at the town.
This was due to Young Wild West, and the man seemed
to appreciate it, for when our friends entered the barroom
he bade them a cheery good-morniIJg, and insisted that they
should have a cigar with him .
" I reckon me an' my pards won't stake out any claims
t ill t his storm is over,'' he said. ''We've got enough money
to stand us a few days, anyhow, I reckon. When are you
gain' to leave town, Mr. West?"
"We in tended to leave this morniIJg, but I guess we will
wait till it clears," was the reply. "So you intend to locate here in Diamond Hollow, then?"
" Yes; _[ reckon we might as well stop here as anywhere.
It 1sorter strikes me that there must be plenty of pay dirt
1
here ; ther looks of thcr people here shows that they have
about what they want, I reckon."
·
" I guess it is as good as the average place," Wild said.
Wh ile they were talking a man came in with the startling intelligence that the water was lowering in the creek,
though it was rai11ing as hard as eyer.
While this seemed strange to them, none of those in
th e room gave much thought to it except our hero.
II
H e went out on the piazza with the rest and took a look
at the creek.
One glance showed Him that it was more than a foot lower
than it had been before they ate their breakfast.
Even as they looked at it they could see that the water
was gr adually falling.
" I am going to take a ride,'' the boy suddenly said to
his .two partners.
"Where are you going?" they asked in .surprise.
' ' I arn going u p the gorge to see what causes the water to
be lowering in the creek herr."
"We will go with you."
"No. There is no me in us all getting soaked to the skin

with the rain . I will go alone. I shan't be gone but a few
minutes. I want to satisfy myself. as to what causes the
water to go down, when il ought to raise, if anything. It
may be that a washout iip on the mountain has turned the
water another way, and if it has the people ought to be glad
of it, for this little va lley is liable to be wiped out some •
day."
Wild clicl not linger to make much preparations.
Without a word to any one as to where he was going, he
left the house by the back way and made for the stable.
In a few minutes he had saddled and bridled his intelligent steed, Spitfire, which di.cl not seem to mind it in the
least when he was brought ont in the drenching downpour.
Wild vaulted into the saddle and rode off up the gorge.
He noticed that the water was going down fast all the
+"
.1me.
A foreboding that something was wrong came over him
as he rode along, and he urged his horse to a faster gait.
I n a few minutes h e reached a spot where. there was a
rather steep ascent.
A tiny sfrearn of water trickled clown from the height~
above, but it was nothing like in size what it ought to have
been, considering the amount of water that had fallen.
Our hero wa now certain that the course of the water
had become changed in some manner, and though he was
wet to the skin, he was bent on learning just how this had
happened.
Spitfire took him up the slope with comparative ease,
and when he .got to the top he was surprised to see a broad
sheet of water there.
It was certainly a regular lake that lay before him, and
Wild came to a halt and looked in wonder.
As his eyes wandered around he caught sight of several
men standing near the spot where the water had been pouring down into the gorge with such force early that morning.
Then it flashed upon Young Wild West all 0£ a sudden.
·He knew what was the matter now.
The men had constructed a dam there to hold the water
back, and it had quickly formed in a lake into the basin that
was lying upon the tableland there.
But why had these men shut the water off?
That was the question that the boy asked himself.
They had not seen him yet, and he drew his horse back behind a point of rpck so they could not, for it dawned upon
him like ::i, flash what their purpose was.
They meant to flood the town below.
'rhat was as plain to Young Wild West as was the fact
that it was raining.
He peered from behind the rock and saw that there were
seven of the men, and as he looked sharply at them he felt
certain that some of them belonged to the gang led by Jay
Redfern.
They had picks ancl shovels, and stood there in the
drenching rain as though waiting for something.
It did not take the daring boy long to imagine what they
were waiting for.
They wanted the artificial lake to become completely
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filled, and then they meant to break away the dam and let
the mighty :flood go ii own into the gorge!
It did not take our hero many seconds to form a plan of
action.
At first he was going to ride up to the villains and put
' them to :fiigh t, or shoot them if they showed fight.
But he concluded that if he did that .it would only be a
question of ::i. few minutes before the dam would give way,
anyhow, and that meant that he had no time to lose.
He resolved to save the lives of the people in the town
below.
Turning his horse in the direction he had come, he started
down the descent as fast as he dared.
"I must save the town!" he exclaimed, under his breath.
"I will save the lives of the people, and then see that those
villains are punished afterward !"
Down he went, and presently his horse was upon the
more level ground in the gorge.
Right ahead of the boy were two or three shanties.
Like a meteor he dasl\ed up to them.
"Fly for your lives !" he cried. "Get to higher ground at
once ! A :flood is coming down on you !"
The . startled inmates lost no time in obeying. They
evidently realized that the danger was coming from above,
hut they could not question their informer, as he was off
like an arrow from a bow.
Wild ·had just passed the third shanty in the gorge when
there came a roar from above that sounded like distant
thunder.
The brave boy knew what had happened.
The villains above had caused the dam to give way.
Our hero's face paled slightly as he heard the ominous
sound.
It was to be a dash for life now, and he knew it.
The flood was coming, and he must warn the inhabitants
of the town 1o fly to safety.
The roar of the mighty torrent as it swept through the
gorge was terrific.
Houses were swept away as if by magic.
On dashed the noble sorrel.
Young Wild West was going to save the town or die in the
attempt.
On the left was a little house that was smely doomed.
Out of it came two men, a woman and some children, :i
little dog running ahead of them. ·
Wild could only wave to them to fly; he could not make
himself heard now.
But lhey understood, and leaving the home that had sheltered them, they fled for higher ground through the falling
, ram.
But the town itself was yet ahead of him.
These few cottages that were going down before the
mighty flood were but stray ones at the outskirts.
Spitfire seemed to be aware of the fact that it was a dash
for life, for the noble animal required no urging.
He dnshed onward like a streak of yellowish red through
the sheet of falling rain.
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But the mighty flood that was coming behind was gaining
force all the time.
Once the thought came to \Vild to turn and make for the
high ground above.
He saw a chance to do it, but then he clenched his teeth
hard together and muttered :
"No; it is my duty to save the lives of the people of the
town. I must go on and run my chances. They will not
know that the flood has occurred till it is too la.te."
His swift-footed steed waR now gaining on the flood .
"Fly ! Fly for your lives! A flood is coming !" he
cried, as he came in sight of more houses.
The ocrupants heard the clatter of hoofs, and they came
out in alarm.
Wild kept motioning with his hands for them to fly, and
they• lost no time in doing so, for they could hear the angry
roaring of the flood in the distance.
There was no chance for him to slacken pace.
If he did the flood would surely get the best of him.
He felt that he had the advantage now, and he meant to
keep it.
Qn he dashed, warning the people on the right and left.
Never had the gallant sorrel covered· the ground as fast.
It was i;ertainly Young Wild West's Dash for Life !

CR~PTER

XI.

THB RIDJl THAT SAVED A TOWN.

A crowd was gathered on the stoop of the Hollow Hotel,
listening to an ominous roar that came from the upper
part of the gorge.
· Suddenly they caught sight of a swiftly approaching
horseman.
"It's , Yo1.t'ng 'Wild West!" shouted Cheyenne Charlie.
"See! he is motioning for everybody to run. Something's
';Vrong, boys !"
The next moment our hero was near enough to call out
to the men .
"Get to high ground !" he shouted. "Run for your lives !
You haven't a second to spare!"
Then the brave boy dashed by, bound to save the town,
if he could, or at least save the inhabitants, which amount- .
ed to the same thing.
Charlie and Jim quickly gathered their few belongings
together and darted for the stable.
They got their horses in a twinkling and then rode fo r the
spot Wild was heading for, taking up the cry of warning as
they went.
The whole town was aroused now, and the frightened
men, women and children were fleeing like sheep.
It was a dash of ful~y hrn miles Wild had made, and he'
hacl covered the distance in less than four ·minutes.
But his work wus not yet done.
He knew that if the narrow gut abc- <·, ~ie falls was
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blocked up there would not be a single building left to mark
the 8pot where the town had stood.
Thut must be kept clear in Rome ' manner.
There w:1S yet more than a mile to go to reach this place,
and the flood was now gathering under th e fierce pressure
behind it.
The brave boy looked back and saw that his two partners
1·;ere following him as fast as their steeds could carry them.
But they were the only ones. The rest of the population
wa~ making for the high ground.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart would go where Young
\Yild West led them, even if it was to certain death.
They. were imbued with the opinion that the young
Prince of the Saddle could never make a mistake.
It 11·as a thrilling sight to see the daring boy riding ,!!long
through the driving min with that fierce rush of water
gaining on him as he rode.
The l10uses and :;hanties near the banks of the creek
\\'ere being swept away like corks in a mill racC', and the boy
felt that they would surely block the gut.
Two minutes more and he reached the claim where great
'
improvements had been mR<le.
The owner and his men were running away to save their
liYE's, regardless of what they were leaving behind them.
The fleeing miner.; had been in the act of blowing up a
portion of rock with nitro-glycerine, which was a comparatively new explosive in the Wild West in those days.
One of the men had a can of the stuff in his hands when
the warning came, and unthinkingly he dropped it.
A loud explosion rang out, and he was blown to atoms.
As Young Wild \Vest beheld this startling sight a sudden
idea came to him.
There was plenty of nitro-glycerine in the little shanty
close to the edge of the gut.
That would surely be washed away with the rest of the
buildings that stood there, if the narrow place became
blocked.
•
Wild had warned the last person now and he rode for
higher ground, keeping an eye on the little shanty that he
was certain contained the dangerous explosive.
He got upon a high level just above the crest of the falls
and dismounted.
Half a minute later he was joined by Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim D1ut.
They were just in time, for the rapidly rising water had
touched the heels of their horses as they rode up the ascent.
The rain ceased falling just theD. and the three could see
farther and more clearly.
lt was an awfol sight they saw.
Fully a dozen houses and shanties were being whirled toward the fa Us.
The force of the current was alf in the creek's channel,
and though many of the h~1ildings were well down in the
water on the higher ground, they were not washed from
their foundations as yet.
The buildings that were corning down with the flood
crashed together and jostled each other as though it was a
fight between them to see which should get there first.

One of the smaller ones won the race, and our friends
.·
rhcre was a crashmg, rendmg sound, and then the bmld.t
ing cea8ed to move.
'rhe others came against it with crushing force and went
into fragments, but the little building only became wedged
in all the tighter. •
The debris riding against it accumulated as if by magic
and then it wa~ that the real danger to the town came.
Young Wild Vi'est was as calm as though he was simply
looking at a play.
He was watching the little shanty that contained the explosive.
Suddenly he saw it break loose from its foundation and
go ~ddying toward the debris at the mouth of the gut.
"Look cut for an explosion now!" he shouted to his companions. "There is nitro-glycerine i:ri that shanty!"
The next moment the shanty was whirled through a narrow channel and came to a stop right in the midst of the
debris that was piling np higher and higher all the time.
"Boys,'' said Wild, "there was not shock enough to make
the stuff explode. Let me see your rifle, Charlie."
'rhe scout was the only one who had his rifle with him,
and he promptly handed it over.
'
The distance was about two hundred yards, and Young
Wild West was going to shoot at sometl1ing he could not
oec.
He was certain that the explosive stuff was in that little
shanty, and he \YUS going to try and hit a can of it with a
bullet.
He raised the rifle to his shoulder and pulled the trigger.
Crack!
That was all.
Again he fired with the same result.
But at the third shot there \\'as a mighty roar and the air
was filloo with flying fragments, while a column of m~ddy
water shot upward for many feet.
Some of the pieces of the wreckage fell close to the three
on the hillside, and as Cheyenne Charlie dodged a falling splinter, he shouted :
"Hooray for Young Wild West! He's saved ther town!"
This was indeed the truth.
The terrific explosion had wrought a fearful havoc.
It had not only blown the wrecked buildings into piece::,
but had torn a large portic.n of the earth and rock, as well,
thus liberating thG pent-up water and causing it to go dashing over the now broadened falls much the same as it rushes
from an overturned barrel.
In the space of a single minutr, the water fell fully a foot.
It was a grand sight.
Never had our friends witnessed anything like it.
They i:ernained there till the water had subsided to the
creek, ann then \Vikl said:
"I,et us go bnck to the hotel. The sun is coming out. I
guess ]he rain is over."
"It are over, for a fact," Ch::irlie answered. "::\Iy ! but
this has been one of ther most excitin' times I ever put in.
Wild, I never seen anything like it when you come tearin'
hc~d their breath wl:en it str~ck the n~rrow gut.
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"
along like a streak of fire j)l-1 that horse of yourn. You jest they saw him, for they remembered how he came dashing
made my heart jump right up in my throat, that's what you through the little valley, warning them to fly for their
did! I've seen you ride fast before, but that beat 'em all. lives.
'you was rid in' for your life !"
The sun was now shining brightly, and this cheered the
"Yes; and the lives of many more," said Jim. "If Wild people who had lost much by the flood. /
had not taken it in his head to ride out in the rain and find
The work of straightening things out began in earnest.
out why it was that the water was going down in the creek
·when noon came \Vild learned that only one person had
many lives would )ave been lost. By the way, Wild, did you been killed.
find out what ca-r1sed the sudden flood? I never thought
And this was the unfortunate fellow who had dropped the
of asking you before. I was too excited."
can of nitro-glycerine in his mad desire to reach a place of
"I found out," replied OlJr hero. "I was too excited to safety.
think of telling you, I suppose. The flood was the work
"Well," said Wild, "the poor fellow gave me an idea
of half a dozen men. I saw them, but could not prevent what to do when he unintentionally destroyed his own life.
them. I had to ride to give the people of the town warn- He let me know that there was more of the explosive about,
ing."
and I set it, off with a bullet when the proper time came.
"Half a dozen men done it, hey?" cried Cheyenne Char- It is all right. One man lost and the town saved. Be
lie. "Do you know 'em, Wild?"
thankful that it is no worse."
"I recognized a couple of them as belonging to the gang
'rhey certainly were a thankful lot of people, and they
of outlaws Jay Redfern is the captain of."
were all united in giving Young Wild West the credit of
"They have got to be settled with, I reckon," the scout saving the town.
remarked in an emphatic tone.
Our hero certainly had done this, and now he wanted to
"Yes; we will hunt them up as soon as we find out about find the scob.ndrels who had been so heartless as to commit
how much damage has been done to the town."
such an act.
"Well, more'n haH the houses seem to be standing."
"I shan't leave the town till I hunt down the men who
"Yes; the ones to suffer the worst were those who lived dammed the water up and then let it down the gorge in a
near the lipper encl. The flood came out of the gorge so flood," he £aid. "Corne, Charlie -and Jim! I guess we three
quickly that it wiped the houses away as though they had can do thy business. I feel it in my bones that we can. We
been mere paper boxes. I turned once in that great ride will let the others stay here and work away to restore
and saw a house looming right up behind me. It Wfl.S com- things to their proper shape. We must find out where Jay
ing along on the crest of a big tidal wave, and I don't know Redfern hangs out, and then we will have the whole thing."
how Spitfire ever hal1 enough speed to 'get away from it.
Of course when the flood struck the main part of the town
it broadened out and lost much of its force."
"But it had force enough to wreck many houses and ruiu
CHAPTER XII.
the :(urniture that was in them, for all that."
Our friends were the first to reach the Hollow Hotel.
CONCLUSION.
It seemed that the miners were not sure but that there
would be another rush of water, and they wap.ted to make
sure that it was all over when they came down from the
Redfern and O'Connor sat at an improvised table in the
high ground on the side of the mountain.
rendezvous of the band that had been organized for the
But when they saw Young Wild West and his two part- pmpose of holding up the trf!velers that came along the
ners ride calmly up to the building a cheer broke from them roads to and from Diamond Hollow.
and down they came. ·
It was about the time that the villains had caused the
The hotel had been moved a foot or so, but that was all flood to start·upon the town below, and though he knew the
the real damage that had been done to the building.
consequences of snch an act, Redfern smoked his cigar as
Of course everything on the lower floor was soaked with calmly as though he wa,s in a poker game that was more for
i:he muddy water.
friendship's sake than anything else.
O'Connor was very nervous, though.
But it had not harmed the liquors kept there, and the
Not on account of the proposed destruction of the town-majority of the men wanted something in that line to warm
them up.
for he knew nothing of the plot-but because his daughter
Th.!'lY thought they did, anyhow, though if they had le.Et was in the place against her will.
the stuff alone they would have been better off.
The.two had been speaking of the proposed marriage and
Young Wild West was the hero of the day.
a speedy return to Deadwo_od.
O'Connor was in the power of his companion in villainy,
Everyhocly wanted to shake hands with him, when they
and he knew not how to get out of it.
came back to the water-soaked town.
Some of them picked him up bodily and paraded around
Therefore he felt that he must give in to him.
the place with him.
"I tell you, O'Connor," Redfern was saying, "there is
The women and children smiled through their tears when only one way to settle this business, as I said before."
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"Well, I am sure I would like to settle it fast enough,

"Very well," and bowing

pol~ly

the villainous outlaw

but what are we going to do _about it when Millie objects?" left the alcove.
"Well, I'll tell you what we will do about it.

We will

He walked out to .the entrance of the retreat, and looking,

go to her now and I will tell her all about how you out, saw that it was clearing off.
killed--"

The heavy rainfall was coming to an end.

"No, no!"

While he stood there finishing his cigar Godfrey and the

In order to save you from th~ scaffold men he had taken with him to flood the town showed up.
she will surely consent to marry me. Then, when that hap"It's done, cap!" said the lieutenant, smiling as though
pens, everything will go along nice and smooth, and in a few lie hacl accomplished something that was much to his
"But I say yes!

months she will be as happy as can be."

credit.
The captain shrugged his shoulders' uneasily.

"But I don't want her to know that I ever--"
"You don't want her to know that you ever committed
murder, eh? Well, just make up your min d sl1e is going to
know it, and right away, too. It is the only way that I can

"Do you mean to say that the town is wiped out?" he
questioned.
''. Y cs, cap; if ever there was a town wiped out it is Diamon' Holler. I never seen sich a thing in my life; an'· it

bring the marriage about-I am satisfied on that."
was so easy to do, too!"
The villain got up and knocked the ashes from his cigar.
"And Young Wild West went with it?"
"Come, O'Connor,'' he added. "It is now or never!"
"That's a sure thing. Ther last we seen of him he was
Mechanically the man obeyed him.
ridin' along ahead of ther tidal wave, tryin to warn ther
• His face was as white as a sheet as h.9 walked aFoss the
people of their danger. ·But he was too late, an' we seen a
cave-like place to a curtain of skins that had been drawn
house go sailin' along an' catch him. Rim an' his horse
across the quarters where t\e girl was held a prisoner.
went under like as if they had been a couple of stones."
There was a smile on the. countenance of the road agent
From where the villains had stood it looked as though
captain that was both anxious and triumphant.
ViTild had really peri~hecl.
Re felt that he h ad won the prize, b...ttGodfrey was sure that he had, and that is why he felt so
He motioned the man who was on guard to step aside,
and then lifting up the curtain, took O'Connor by the happy over it.
,
But he had. failed to see anything farther, as the tidal
shoulder and pushed him inside.
wave went sweeping around a bend.
Tied with a stout buckskin thong to a stake driven in
"Well," said the captain, "I supose it would be a good
the ground was Millie O' Connor.
idea for some of us to take a trip clown this afternoon, and
Her face was very pale, but she still had some of her
see how things look there. The survivors of the flood will
composure left.
surely not bother with me now. They will not recognize
"Father, what does all this mean?" she asked, reproachme as anything but a man who is desirous of helping them
fully.
all he can. If you are sure .Young Wilcl West went down in
The old man shook his head .•
the flood there will be no danger for us all to go there."
"It means," said Redfern, stepping forward, "that I
have the power to send your father to the gallows.

He is

a murderer, and that is why you have been brought up in

"I'm sure, cap."
"Well, after dinner we will go."

though~ of the
worse man than I am, Millie, booty they would be apt to find in the ruined town.
ancl there is a chance for us . both to reform. You can say
It was more than an hour before O'Connor came out from
whether the. past shall be buried or not, for it all lies with the alcove where he had been interviewing his uaughter.

the lap of luxury. Re is

"All right,'' and Godfrey chuckled as he

~

you. I s that not so, O'Connor?"
"It is the truth, Millie," her father answered huskily.

"It is all right," he said to Redfern. "She lrns agreed
to marry you as soon as we get back to Deadwood. The

'rhe girl was on the verge of fainting, but by a great ef- past is to be buried and we will all begin life anew."
fort she mastered herself.
-"I am gl ad Millie is willing, for I dearly love h er, and I
Turning to Redfern, she exclaimed :

will make her a good husband," replied the road agent, as

"I know the conditions, so there is no need of telling though he really meant it.
me now. Leave me with my father for a few minutes, and
wh en he has answered some questions for me I will give my
answer. "

"WhE'n will yon be ready to start for Deadwood?"
"As soon as I have paid a visit to the town below.
. men tell me it has been destroyed by a flood."

M_y
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There mis a sharp crack before Redfern could fire again,

"So they tell me. Nearly every soul drowned, I guess." and the scoundrel fell over and slipped from the saddle.
Young ·w ild West had not missed.
"And Young Wil<l West was there?"
By this time Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart had the
"Yes; and he was one of the first to lose his life. Gocl,frey saw him and his horse go down. He was riding to rest of the gang pretty well covered.
They had revolvers in each of their hands and were
warn the inhabitants to fly to a place of sa:f'.ety."
I
"I suppose I can go with you to lqok at the ruined town?" moving them back and forth so they covered all hands, including the girl.
"Yes; I guess it will be sa:f'.e to take you along."
Red.fern then went and had a short talk with the girl.

"Hands np !"cried Young Wi.1d West in a ringing tone.

He caused her to be released from the thong, and then "The first man 1vho makes a move to shoot will drop
dl'ad ,.,
told her just how things were.
In spite of this command Godfrey raised his revolver.
He told htr he was going to reform and live an honest
life, and promised her great things.

'rwo shots rang out as one and Godfrey and O'Connor

But she showed plainly that she detested him, though she dropped from thc:ir horses.
Charlie and Jim had fired at the same time, and O'Consaid nothing.
The girl was trying hard to resign herself to a fate that nor, being almost directly behind Godfrey, had received one
mack her sbi<ldet when she thought of it.
But deep in her heart there was a hope that kept her up,
and on that hope she relied.

of the bullets in his breast.
The rest of the men held up their hands and cried for
quarter, while the girl dismounted and fell weeping on the

It was a little after the hour of noon that Redfern, the body of her father.
Though he was not dead yet, he would be in a few minman Godfrey, O'Connor and his daughter and three of the
utes and would never speak again.
band set out to pay a visit to the ruined town.
After the three remaining men had been securely bound
&nd relieved of their weapons, \Yild turned his attention to
Redfern could not say no.
She had promised to keep secret all that had passed since l\fillie O'Connor.
She was just in the humor to tell her story, and she did
he had kidnapped her, and hr felt that in order to win her
so, not omitting a single word.
love it would be a good idea to humor her.
"Well," our hero assured her, "don't worry any more
The party was mounted, and they rode &long at a pretty
than you can help. We will see you safely to your home in
fast pace.
'The girl had irnisted on going, and when she urged,

0

'

All were eager to see what damage the flood had done, Deadwood. 1'
more especially the scoundrel Godfrey.
"Thank you!" she cried, tearfully.

"You are the first

'l'hey had covered perhaps half the distance when they real frientl I have met since I parted from my mother the
e:dme face to face with three horsemen as they rounded a other day."
bend.
"We had better take her an' ther prisoners down to ther
Then it was that Jay Redfern uttered an oath and dr~w hotel, had11't we ?1' Charlie asked.
"Yes. Then we will fetch one of the rascals back with us
his revolver.
The three horsemen were no others than Young Wild and make _him show us where the rest of the gang is."
"That's it!" exclaimed Jim.

West and his partners.

"But my poor
They were as much surprised to meet the villainou~
"There is an
crowd as Redfern and his gang were.
Our friends had no idea that the men would think of answered Wild.
In little less
coming to the town that day.
And when they saw a yom1g lady with them they could Hotel.

father!" cried Millie.
undertaker wh.o will attend to the case,"
"He was at the hotel when we left."
than an hour they reached the Hollow

The girl was at once placed in charge of the hotel keep' not understand it.
But they were soon to learn all about it, for when Red- cr's wife, and then Young \Yilcl West got ready to go back
fern drew his revolver he fired a shot at Young ·wild West after the rest of the outlaws.
without a word of warning.

Stonewall Jackson .Timson and Baldy Bates pleade;i so

The lmllet grazed our hero's shoulder and caused him hard to accompany them that he gave his consent.
to reel in the saddle.
"I jPst want to hunt out sich fellers as would drown out
'rhen out came his own shooter as fIUick as a flash.

a wh:ile lot of innocent people," Baldy

sc:~C..

aE they put
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The body 0£ her father was to be brought over in the
stage.
they was prairie dogs."
Redfern, alias Sam Brackett, was buried where he £ell~
One 0£ the three prisoners agreed to show where the hangas
was his man Godfrey.
out was, and then they gave him a horse and set out.
Millie O' Connor had escaped marrying a scoundrel, but
In due time they struck the close vicinity of the hidden
she had a secret in her heart that would worry her as long
retreat.
up a fight I'll be delighted to shoot ' em down as though

"Call your gang out," said Wild in a whisper to the man. as she lived.
But the town of Diamond Hollow had been saved by
"Come out, boys !'' exclaimed the outlaw i:p. a loud t one.
"You are wanted right away. "
Young Wild West's Dash for Life, so ve will write
THE END.
Probably he would not have said this so quickly if a rrrnlver had not been pressed against his temple.
1
The villains came out in a hurry and were made prisoners
Read "YOUNG WILD WES'r' S BIG PAN-doT;
before they knew it.
OR, ·T HE BA'r'rLE FOR A SILVER MINE," which
Only one fellow offered to show fight, and Baldy Bates
f ill be the next number ( 41) of "Wild West Weekly."
shot him.
The rest were taken k> Diamond H ollow, where they were
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekly
tried that same day for turning the flood upon the town.
are always in print. If you cannot obtain them from any
Every man of them was hanged at sunset, and that put
an end to the road agents, who had expected to do such great newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by
mail to FRANK TOU SEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
work in that section.
The next day Young Wild West and his partners set out SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copies
to conduct Millie O' Connor to her home in Deadwood.

you order by return mail.
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Journey Through Africa by Water.
Lost in the Land
15 Fragf ffi'i:~~e, Jr., and ills Electric 'l'urret; or,
16 Frank Reade, Jr., and Ills Engine of the Clouds; or, Chased
Around the World In the Sky.
17 In the Great Whirlpool; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Strange Adventures
In a Submarine Boat.
18 Chased Across the Sahara; or, Frank Reaae, Jr., After a Bedouin's
Captive.
19 Six Weeks in the Clouds; or, Frank Renae, Jr.'s Air-Ship the
"Thunderbolt."
20 Around the World Under Water; or, The Wonderful Cruise of .a
Submarine Boat.

21 The Mystic Brand; or, Frank Reade, Jl'., and His Overland Stage.
22 l?rank Reade, Jr.'s Electric Air Racer; or, Around the Globe In
Thirty Days.
23 'l'be Sunken Pirate; or, Frank. Reade, Jr., In Search of a Treasure
at the Bottom of the Sea.
24 Frank
Reade, Jr.'s Magnetic Gun Carriage; or, Working for the
U.S. Mall.
25 Frank Reade, Jr., and His Electric Ice Ship; or, Driven Adrift
in the Frozen Sky.
26 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Electric Sea Engine; or, Hunting for a Sunken
Diamond Mine.
27 The Black Range; or, Frank Reade, Jr., Among the Cowboys with
llis Electric Caravan.
28 Over the Andes with 1,'rank Reade, Jr., in His New Air-Ship; or,
Wild Adventures in Peru.
29 Frank Reade, Jr., Exploring a Submarine Mountain; or, Lost at the
Bottom of the Sea.
30 Adrift in Africa; or, Frank Reade, Jr., Among the Ivory Hunters
with Ills New Electric Wagon.
31 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Search for a Lost Man in His Latest Air
Wonder.
32 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Search for the Sea Serpent; or, Six Thousand
l\llles Under the Sea.
33 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Prairie Whirlwind; or, The Mystery of the
llidden Canyon.
the Hor·i·zon for 'I'en Thousand
34 Aroiind
Jr :'s Most Wonderful 'l'rlp.
Miles; or, Frank Reade,
35· Los~e~~. t1!'ee ·1>t!~f~.tc Valley; or, Frank Reade, Jr., and his Won-

36 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Desert Explorer; or, The Underground City
of the Sahara.
37 Lost In the Mountains of the Moon; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Great
· Trip with the "Scud.''
38 Under the Amazon for a Thousand Miles.
39 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Clipper of the Prairie; or, Fighting the Apaches
in th!! Southwest.
40 'l'he Chase of a Comet; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Aerial Trip with
the "Flash."
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OLD AND YOUNG KING BRADY, DETECTIVES.
PRICE 5 CTS. 32 PAGES. COLORED COVERS.
LATEST ISSUES :
148 The Bradys and the Bank Mystery : or, The Search for a Stolen
Million.
149 The Bradys at Cripple Creek; or, Knocking out the "Bad Men."
150 'l'he Bradys and the Harbor Gang; or, Sharp Work after Dark.
151 The Bradys In Five Points; or, The Skeleton In the Cellar.
152 Fan •.roy, the Opium Queen; or, The Bradys and the Chinese
Smugglers.
153 The Bradys' Boy Pupil ; or, Sifting Strange Evidence.
154 '.l'he Bradys In the Jaws of Death; or, '£rapping the Wire Tappers.
155 The Bradys and the Typewriter; or, The Office Boy's Secret.
156 The Bradys and the Bandit King; or, Chasing the Mountain
Thln·es.
157 The Bradys and the Drug Slaves; ot, The Yellow Demons of
Chinatown.
158 The Bradys and the Anarchist Queen ; or, Running Down the
"Reds."
159 The Bradys and the Hotel Crooks ; or, The Mylltllry of Room 44 .
160 The Bra1ys and the Wharf Rats; or, Lively Work In the Har~

.

.

1111 The Bradys and the nouse of Mystery; or, A Dark Nights
Work.
162 The Bradys' Winning Game; or, Playing Against the Gamblers.
163 The Bradys and the Mail '.l'hleves; o r, The Man in the Bag.
i64 The Bradys and the Boatmen ; or, The Clew Found In the
River.
165 The Bradys after the Grafters; or, The Mystery In the Cab.
166 The Bradys and the Cross-Roads Gang ; or, tbe Great Case In
Missouri.
167 The Bradys and Ml~s Brown ; or, The Mysterious Case In Soclety
168 '!'he Bradys and the Factory Girl ; or, The Secret of t'1e Poisoned
Envelope.
169 The Bradys and Blonde Blll; or, ;rhe Diamond Thieves of Malden
Lane.
170 The Bradys and the Opium Ring; or, The C.ew In Chinatown.
171 '£he Bradys on the Grnnd Circuit; or, Tracking the LightHarness Gang.
172 The Bradys and the Black Doctor ; or, The Secret of the Old
Vault.
173 The Bradys and the Girl In Grey; or, The Queen of the Crooks.
174 The Bradys and the Juggler ; or, Out with a Variety Show.
175 The Bradys and the Moonshiners; or, Away Down in Tennessee.
176 The Bradys In Badtown · or, The Fight tor a Gold Mine.
177 The Bradys In the Klondike ; or, Ferreting Out the Gold Thieves.
178 The Bradys on the East Side; or, Crooked Work In the Slums.
179 The Bradys and tbe "Hlghblnders"; or, The Hot Case in Chinatown.
180 The Bradys and the Serpent Ring ; or, The Strange Case of the
Fortune-Teller.
181 The Bradys and "Silent Sam" ; or, Trttcklng the Deaf and Dumb
Gang.
182 The Bradys and the "Bonanza" King ; or, Fighting the Fakirs In
'Frisco.
183 The Bradys and the Boston Banker; or, Hustling for Mllllons In
the Hub.
184 The Bradys on Blizzard Island; or, Tracking the Gold Thieves of
Cape Nome.
185 The Bradys In the Black Hl!ls ; or, Their Case In North Dakota.
1 86 The Bradys and "Faro Frank" ; or, A Hot Case in the Gold
Mines.
187 The Bradys and the "Rube"; or, Tracking the Confidence Men.
188 The Bradys as Firemen; or, Tracking a Gang of Incen diaries.
189. The Bradys In the Oil Country ; or, The Mystery of the Giant
Gusher.
190 The Bradys and the Blind Beggar; or, The Worst Crook of All.
1a1 The Bradys and the Bankbreakers; or, Working the Thugs of
Chicago.
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192 The Bradys and the Seven Skulls; or, The Clew That Was Found

In the Barn.
193 The Bradys in Mexico ; or, The Search for t he Aztec Treasure
Honse.
194 Th e Bradys at Black Run ; or, Trailing the Coiners of Candlt
Creek.
195 The Bradys Among the Bulls and Bears; or, Working the Wire!
in Wall Street.
196 The Bradys and the King; or, Working tor the Bank of Englan(.
197 'l'he Bradys and the Duke's Diamonds; or, '.l'he Mystery of tie
Yacht.
198 The Bradys and the Bed Rock Mystery; or, Working In the Blad;;
Hills.
199 The Bradys and the Card Crooks; or, Working on an Ocean Liner.
200 The Bradys and '"John Smith"; or, The Man Without a Name.
201 The Bradys and the Manhunters; or, Down in the Dismal Swam).
202 '.l'he Bradys and the H igb Rock Mystery ; or, The Secret of tte
Seven Steps.
203 '£he Bradys at the Block House ; or, Rustling the Rustlers on tte
Frontier.
204 The Bradys In Baxter Street ; or, The House Without a Door.
205 1:he Bradys Midnight Call; or, The Mystery of Harlem Helght1.
206 The Bradys Behind the Bars; or, Working on Blackwells Island.
207 '.l'be Bradys and the Brewer's Bonds; or, Working on a WaU
Street Case.
·
208 The Bradys on the Bowery ; or, The Search tor a Missing Girt.
209 '.l'he Bradys and the Pawnbroker; or, A Very Mysterious Case.
210 The Bradys and the Gold Fakirs; or, Working for the Mint.
211 The Bradys at Bonanza Bay ; or, Working on a Million Dollar
Clew.
212 The Bradys and the Black Riders ; or, The Mysterious Murder at
Wildtown.
213 '£he Bradys and Senator Slam; or, Working With Washington
Crooks.
\
214 The Bradys and the Man from Nowhere; or, Their Very Hardest
Case.
215 The Bradys and "No. 99" ; or, The Search for a Mad Million·
aire.
216 The Bradys at Baffin's Bay ; or, The Trail Which Led to the Arctic.
217 The Bradys and Glm Lee; or, Working a Clew In Chinatown.
218 Thilo:J.adys and the "'Yegg" Men; or, Seeking a Clew on the
219 The Bradys and the Blind Banker ; or, Ferretting Out the Wall
Street 'l'hieves.
220 The Bradys and the Black Cat; or, Working Among the Card
Crooks of Chicago.
221 The Bradys and the Texas 011 King ; or, Seeking a Clew In the
Southwest.
222 The Bradys and the Night Hawk; or, New York at Midnight.
22a The Bradys in the Bad Lands; or, Hot work In South Dakota.
224 The Bradys at Breakneck Hall; or, The Mysteri-0us House on the
Uarlem.
225 The Bradys and the Fire Marshal; or, Hot Work In Hornersvllle.
226 The Bra~s and the Three Sheriffs; or, Doing a Turn in Tennessee.
227 The Bradys and the Opium Smugglers; or, A Hot Trall on the
Pacific Coast.
228 The Bradys' Boomerang; or, Shaking Up the Wall Street Wire
Tappers.
229 The Bradys Among the Rockies; or, Working Away Out West.
230 The Bradys and Judge Lynch; or, After the Arkansas Terror.
231 The Bradys and the Bagg Boys; or, Hustling In the Black Hills.
232 The Bradys and Captain Bangs; or, The Mystery of a Mississippi
Steamer.
233 The Bradys In Maiden Lane ; or, Tracking the Diamond Crooks.
234 The Bradys and Wells·Fargo Case; or, The Mystery of the Montana Mail.
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THE STAGE .
~
i!fo. 1. THE HOYR Ol<, NEW YORK E
MEN'S JOKE teei
rt OK.-Containiog a i;:·l'at variety of the latest jokes used by ~be a g
·~OBt famous encl men. No amateur minstrels i11 complete without a.II
·1ia onderful little book.
·
·s11D
o.. 4~. THE -i~OYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.1
Oontammg a val'!ed assortment of ~t•rn1p speeches Negro Dutch bat
~nd Irish. Also end men's jokes. Ju.;, Lhe thl-ng fbr home' amuse- sou
1J.ent and ami;tteur shows.
SO CIETY.
.. ·-No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE•
No. 3. HOW TD FLIR'I'.-'I'he arts and wiles of flirtation anJ
tND JOKJ;J BQ()K.-;-So.m etbing new and very instructive. Every
oy . should obtam this ~ook, as it contains full instructions for or- fully expl~iI!fd by this little book. Besides the various methods ot
ha.r.dkerch1ef,_ fan, glove, parasol, window and hat fl irtation it con
famzmg an amateur minstrel t.roup.e.
a _full list of the lapguage a-nd sentiment of flowers, ~-hie !t•
o: 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original ~ams
J.I>ke ~ooks ever published, an'd it is brimful of wit and humor. It m:terest1ng to everybody, both old and young. You cannot b !il.app,
' ontams a large collection of songs, jokes conundrums etc. of without one.
No. 4. HOW TO D:ANCE i·s the title of a new and handsom«'
·rerrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist,' and practical' joke~ of
:he ~ay . Ever;v boy _wh'o can enjoy a good substantial joke should l~ttle _book just issued ~Y ]!'rank Tousey. ~ lt contains full instruc
t10n-s
tn the art of danci_ng, i:tiquette ht ~he ba:ll~room and at partiet>
.. otam a copy imm.ediately.
No. 79. HQW TO BEC0ME AI'll ACTOR.-Conta.ining com- ·how to dr('ss, and full di\ectipo,s for caHmg o~ in all P.OPUla '1QU&
1
•
, r
)lete f:nstructions how to rµake up for various characters on the dances.
No. ~· HOW TO MAKE 'LOVE.-A complete guide to lov
1tage; to,g~ther with th~ duties of the Stage Manager, Prompter,
courtship
and
ma!Tiage,
giving_
sensible
!idvice,
.rules
and et iquett•
cenlc Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager.
be observed, with many cur10us and mterestmg things not ~'!»
_ NQ. 8() GUS ':\'ILLIAMS' JOK~ BOOK.-Containing the lat- to
trally
known.
·'
· •
. t jokes, anecdores and fum:S' stol'les of this world-renowned an~
No. 17. HOW '1'0 DRESS.-Contaiuing full instruction In t h
"'ire·r p.o pular ller~~n comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
art of <t1·essing and appearing well at home. and abroad giving th'
""'lor•~ over contamir.g a half-tone photo of the author.
.
selections of colors, ·materlal. afild" how to
them made up
No. 18. HOW
BEC0ME BEAlJTIFUL.-One . 0°f t h ·
.
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest an<J. · inost va]ua0le little books E>ver given to tlie worlcl..
:No, 16. HpW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEJN.-Co!!taining Everybody wis·hes. to !\:new how to become. beautiful both ~ale ~n.~
I'll' lnstruct10ns for constructing a window garden either in town female. '!'he secret is simple, and alindst ' co$Uess: 'iiead' idt<" f>0011
:;.r- country, and the most approved. methods fqr raising beautiful and be convinced how to become oeautiful.
..
.!~wen a t home. The most complete book o.f the kind ever pub--

·ro

~ned,

"l"-o. 30. HOW TO COOK.-Qne of the most instructive books
) cooking ever P\lblished, It contains recipes for cooking meat.s
• h, gB.llle, and oysters; also pies, puddings, ca:kes and all kinds· of
•i.atry, aiid a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
•llOki
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSEJ.-It contains information for
- ;erybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
}lake almost anything a,round tbe house, such as pai'lor ornaments
ckat5 cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.'

ELECTRICAL.

B

I RD

have·

.
S AND ANIMALS. -

No. 7. HOW '.fO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated an'1
containing full iristruetions for the management and training of 11 ,
canary, mockingbird, boboliak, blackbird, paroquet, par.rot, ~tc._ ·
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POUL'l:B.Y, PIGEONS
RABBITS.-A ~1seful and instructive book. Handsome!.., ill ,
trated. Hy Ira Drofraw.
·
No. 40. HOW TO l\IAKE AND SET TRAPS.-focludi:ng hi ~
on hew to cakh moles, weasels, otter. rats, sq1,1)rrels ahd bird
Also how lo cure skins. Co.piously illustrated'. By J .· Harringtc •
Keene.
·
· ·· •
No . . 50. HOW TO . STTJFF BIRDS AND· Al'\'IMALS. -.11.
valuable book, giving ins.tructions in collecting, preparing, mountint·
and preserving bir~s, ani"mals and inse"Cts.
...
.
No. 54. HOW '1'0 KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving co1111
plet~ infoi:ma~ion as to the m.anne1· an.d method· o'f ritisi'ng, keepin~
tammg, breeding, and managmg all kmds of I)ets·: also giving f u,1,
instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by tw~nty-ei-gl!:.
illustrations, making it the most complete boqk of tbt> li.~nd , .,""-"'
published.
,,.
,

• e. ~6. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de-,ol'.'lptioo of the wonderful uses of e'lectri'City and electro magnetism.
•o zether with full iiisti·uctions for making Electric Toys Batteries'
1.c. ~y George Trebel, A, M., M. D. Containing o~er fifty il~
, trationi.
_.
1
"<o. 64. HOW TO :w,:_ ,..::;;; ;:::;....:: · ~11TC1AL MACHINES.-Cont!ning ful!_.,!Hreetions for mak.ing electricau . ......:>r.J:>ines, induction
•C>!!!!-:- r!YilllL!lOS, and m·any novel toys to be workeQ
,f<'lectricity.
R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustr.ated.
' ~
No. 67. HOW TO DO EDECTRIC'AL TRICKS.-Containing a
MISCELLANEO US.
« ,.,,,
l\l'ge collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-A usefut·and I
•-...:ether with illustra:tions. By A. Anderson.
structive book, giving a complete treatise OJl chemis,t,ey; <ilJlo eJI
per.i!Ilerits in aco~sties , mechanics, mathematics, c:;hem!stry,. Jt.p,d cU
rect10ns for c:iakmg f.·:·eworks, colored fir.es, an,d ~as ,balloon.~.
•
ENTERTAINMENT.
No. 9. HOW TO BECO?IIE A VENTR-ILOQUIST.-By Itarry book cannot be equaled.
··. .
' ·
• ennedy. The secret given away. Every intelli~ent bgy reading
No. 14. HOW TO l\IAKE CANDY.-A complete lian.d-bool C«
·i 11 book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting mu.l·ti- making all kinds of candy, iee-cream, syrups, essences, etc;; etc; · ·
l~des every night with his wond.erf.ul imitations), can master the
No. 19.-F·RANK TOUSEY'S UNITED STATE·s DISTANOa
..:t, and create any amount of fun for himself aad friends. It is the T4.-~LE~, POCKET COMPA~ION AND GUIDE.-Givfog tbg
•il'eatest boo,k ('Ver published. and there's m.illions (of fun) in it.
official distances on all ~he raJlroads of the United St.atei:1 an '
No 20. HOW ' TO ENTERTAIN AN F:VENING PARTY.-A Canada. Also table of distances by water to foreign porta, ha~
•rY valuable little book just published. A complete compendium fa1'es in the priucipal eities, reports of the census., etc., etc., makl~f
L games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable · it one of the. most C<Jmplete and handy books published
.o.r parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN :QOGTOR.- A ~"·•oney than any hook published.
derful book. cont11ining useful and practkal information I!! • o
No 35. HOW TQ PT~AY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments C0mmon to n
·<Gok, containing the rules -and regulatlon~ of billiards, bagate·lle, family. Abound.ing in useful and effective recipes for general
· ackgammon, croquet.· dominoes, etc.
plain~s.
"
o. 36. HOW 'l'O SOLVE CONUNBRUMS.-Containing all
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT -STAMPS AND COINS.-Ooll,
<lle leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddlj!s, curious catches taining valuable i-nformation re.gardi11~ to.he collecting and arranr,iq
-ud witty sayi.ngs.
of stamps and coins. Handsomelv· ilhistl·ated. ·' '
,. ·
__
No. 52. HOW '1'0 PLAY CARDS.-A compMe and handy little
No. 58. HOW !£0 BE A DETECTIVEJ.-By Old King Bra~,
··:>ok, giving th e rules and full direction for playing Euchre, Crib- the wortd-known detective. b1 whieh he. lays down' some valuable
«age, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce, Penro Sancho, Draw ; Poker, arid· sensibie rules for beginners, and also relates some advent
., ction Pitch, Al Fours, and ma11y other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known ifoteetives .
. To. 66. HOW T'Q DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three bunNo. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER-Contal11·
~ed Interesting puzzles atid conundrums, with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera .and hOVI'. · to work It ?
• ' mplet11 book, Fuily illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also how to make Pbotograpli'ic l\fagic Lantern" Slides and · oti!lef
ETIQUETTE .
'I~~~iaren cies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. Dtl W
No. 13, HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
No. 62. HOW TO ~ECOl'IIE A WEST POINT M-ILITA.BJ:
a great J ife secret, and one that every young m·an desires to know I CADE'l;.-Contairt i~ full explanations how to gain admittance,.
...II about. There's happiness in it.
·cour. e of Stud.v, Examinati01,s, Duties, Staff of Officers., POii
No. 33. HOW TO REHAVE.-Containing the rules and etiquette Guard. Poli ce Regulations, Fire Department, and
a boy sbouHI
,.f good soc;ety and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. C<lmpiled and written by Lu Senarens,' ault:b;i,1
aring to good adv.anta~e at parties. balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to BeC'ome a Naval Cadet."
'3 i:he drawing-room.
No. G3. HOW TO BEC0}1E A NAVAL CADET.-Complete lri
etructions of how to gain admissioN to the Annapolis Na-t•[\
Academy. Also containing t.he course of instruction, descripti ~
DECLAMATION .
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of f:i~ounds and buildings. bistori'cal sketch. and everything a b ,,
-Containing the most pepulal' selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy, Oo.u.
;,lalect, French dialect, Yankee and lrish dialect pieces, together· piled and writt<'n by Lu Senarens, author of "How to BecoW..
West Point Military Cadet. "
-·
-:fltb many standard readings.

all

PRICE 10 CENTS EACH. OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Address FRA:NK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York .
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DO NOT FAIL TO READ IT.
32 PAGES.

PRICE 5 CERTS.

32 PAGES.

EACH NUMBER IN A HANDSOME COLORED COVER.

All of these exciting stories are founded on facts. Young Wild
West is a hero with whom the author was acquainted. Bis daring
deeds and thrilling adventures have never been surpassed. They
form the base of the most dashing stories ever published.
Bead the following numbers of this most interesting magazine and
be convinced:
..
1
2
3
4
5
6

Young Wild West. The Prin ce of th e Saddle.
Young Wild West's Luck : or. Striking it Rich at the Hills
Young Wild West's Victory; or, -The Road Agents' Last Hold-up.
Young Wild West's Pluck; or, Bound to Beat the Bad Men.
Young Wild West's Best Shot: or. The Rescue of Arletta .
Young Wild West at Devil Creek; or, ll elplng to Boom a New
Town,
7 Young Wild West's Surprise: or. The Indian Chief's Legacy. ·
8 Young Wild West l\Ilssing ; or. Saved by an Indian Prin cess.
!) Young Wild West and the Detective ; or, The Red Ride rs of the
Uange.
10 Young Wild West at the Stake: or, Th e J ealousy of Arie tta.
11 Young Wild West's Nerve; or, The Nine Golden Bullets.
12 Young Wild West and the Tenderfoot : or, A Ne w Yorke r Mi t he
West.
13 Young Wild West's Triumph : or. Winning Against Great Odds.
14 Young Wild 'Yest's Strategy: or. The Coman che Chief's Last Raid.
15 Young Wild West's Grit: or, The Ghos t of Gauntlet Gulch .
16 Young Wild West's Big Day; or, The Double Wedding at Weston .
17 Young Wild West's Great Scheme: or, The Building of a Railroad.
lS Young Wild West and the Traiu Hobbe rs ; or, 'l'he Hunt for the
Stolen Treasure.
l !) Young 'Wild \Yest on His Mettle: or. Four Against Twenty .
20 Young Wild West's Uanch : or, The Renegades of Riley's Hun .
21 Young \Ylld West on the Trail ; or, Outwitting the R edskins.
22 Young Wild West 's Bargain: or, A Red l\Ian With a White Heart .
23 Young Wild West's Vacation ; or. A Lively Time at Roaring
Ran ch.

24 Young Wild West On His Muscle; or, Fighting With Xa t ure's
Weapons.
25 Young Wild West's Mistake; or. Losing a Hundred Thousnnd.
26 Young Wild West in Deadwood : or, The Terror of Taper Top.
27 Young Wild West's Close Call; or, The Raiders of Raw Hide
Ridge.
28 Young Wild West Trapped; or, The Net That Would Not !Tolcl
Him.
20 Young Wild West's Election ; or, A Mayor at Twenty .
30 Young Wild West and the_Cattle Thieves; or, Breaking Up a ''Bad
Gang."
,.....
31 Young Wll'1 '':esi:-s '-:srascot ; or, The Dog That W1mt-ed a Master_
32 Young ')' ;id 'west's Challenge; or, A Combination Hard to Bell
33 Young Wild West and the Ranch Queen; or, Rounding Up the Cattle Rope rs.
•
34 Young Wild We&t's Pony Express ; or, Getting the i\Iail Througll '
o n Time.
3u Young Wild West on the Big Divide; or, The Raid of the Rene- '
gndes.

36 Young Wild West's l\Illlion in Gold ; or, The Boss Boy of Boulder.
37 Young Wild West Hunnlng the Gantlet ; or, The Puvnee Chief's
Last Shot.
3 8 Young Wild West and the Cowboys ; or, A Hot Time on the
Prairie.
30 Young Wild West' s Rough Riders; or, The Rose Bud of the
Rockies.
40 Young Wild 'Yest's Dash for Life; or, A Ride that Saved a
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